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The Benefits of Properly
Documenting a Consignment
Transaction and the Potential For
Recovery By Creditors that Don’t!
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David M. Banker and Barry Z. Bazian
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endors sometimes enter into consignment
arrangements with their financially distressed
customers as an alternative means of selling their
goods. In a consignment, the seller, known as a
consignor, delivers goods to its customer, known as
the consignee. The consignor retains title to the goods
and agrees to defer payment by the consignee until
the consignee sells or otherwise uses the goods.
The consignee also usually has the right to return the
consigned goods to the consignor in the event the
consignee is unable to sell or use the goods.

Whither the Oil Patch….
And the Tentacles that Reach
Beyond the Oil Field…?
By Steven Isberg, Ph.D.
CRF Senior Research Fellow

T

he Financial Times of London has now
come out and essentially called for an
unwinding and gradual exit of the petroleum
A consignor can obtain enhanced rights in the consigned
industry from the economy. Citing the
goods by satisfying all of the requirements governing
outcome of the recent climate talks in Paris,
consignment transactions contained in Article 9 of the
to hold the increase in global temperatures
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC). Consignors that fail
to well below 2 degrees (centigrade), along
to satisfy all of these requirements risk losing their rights
with the long string of failed attempts by the
in the consigned goods and being treated as general
industry to develop alternative fuel sources,
unsecured creditors when a financially distressed
The Times said in an editorial:
consignee files bankruptcy.
However, the plight of consignors that fail to dot their
i’s and cross their t’s according to UCC Article 9’s
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consignment requirements is not hopeless. Several court rulings have conferred leverage
on consignment creditors that did not satisfy UCC Article 9’s requirements, enabling them
to obtain more favorable treatment of their claims than they would have otherwise enjoyed
as unsecured creditors.
Most recently in the Sports Authority Chapter 11 case, the United States Bankruptcy
Court in Delaware refused to approve Sports Authority’s sale of consigned goods free and
clear of the consignors’ interests where there was no prior court determination that the
consigned goods were property of Sports Authority’s bankruptcy estate. The court ordered
Sports Authority to pay the consignors in accordance with their consignment agreements,
including those consignors that did not satisfy UCC Article 9’s consignment requirements,
for consigned goods that Sports Authority sold after the bankruptcy filing. Sports
Authority commenced separate lawsuits against each consignor, which are currently
pending, seeking the bankruptcy court’s determination of the rights of Sports Authority, its
consignors and its secured lenders (that claim a security interest in all of Sports Authority’s
inventory, including the consigned goods).
Does this suggest a shift in the balance of power in favor of consignment creditors that
do not dot their i’s or cross their t’s? Well folks, there is more to this story and it is still
unfolding.
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Bottom line, whether or not a Chapter 11 debtor can sell consigned goods without the
consignment vendor’s consent, and whether the debtor’s secured lender with a blanket
security interest in the debtor’s inventory has a superior right to the consigned goods,
are hotly contested issues. Best practices dictate that a consignment creditor take all
the necessary steps under UCC Article 9 to protect its interest in the consigned goods
delivered to the consignee. However, consignors that fail to follow UCC Article 9’s
consignment requirements still have cards to play to obtain at least some recovery on their
consignment claims.
Obtaining Rights in Consigned Goods
In certain industries, it is common practice for vendors to enter into consignment
arrangements to facilitate their sale of goods, and improve the likelihood of their
customer’s payment for the goods sold or used, or the customer’s return of unsold or
unused goods. In a typical consignment arrangement, a consignor delivers goods to
the consignee but retains title to the goods until the consignee sells or uses them. The
consignor issues an invoice after the consignee reports its sale or use of the goods, and
the consignee can return unsold or unused goods to the consignor.
UCC Article 9 governs most consignment transactions. UCC Section 9-102(a)(20) defines
a consignment as a transaction in which a person delivers goods to a merchant for
purposes of sale, and (a) the merchant deals in goods of that kind under a name other
than the name of the person making delivery, is not an auctioneer and is not generally
known by its creditors to be substantially engaged in selling the goods of others; (b) the
goods must have a total value of at least $1,000.00 at the time of delivery; (c) the goods
are not consumer goods immediately before delivery; and (d) the transaction does not
create a security interest.
Consignment terms are frequently governed by a written agreement between the
consignor and consignee. A consignor has enhanced rights to the goods delivered to the
consignee if the consignor satisfies UCC Article 9’s requirements for a perfected priority
consignment interest. The consignor must file a UCC financing statement describing the
goods in the correct jurisdiction in order to maintain a protected interest in the goods.
Otherwise, the consignee’s creditors can obtain judicial liens and security interests in the
goods with priority over the consignor’s unperfected consignment interest. According to
UCC Section 9-317(a), a judicial lien creditor, including a bankruptcy trustee or debtorin-possession, has priority over an unperfected consignor. UCC Article 9 also allows a
consignor to file a UCC financing statement on its own, without the consignee’s signature,
as long as there is a consignment agreement executed or otherwise authenticated by the
consignee that describes the consigned goods. The consignor uses the same UCC form
that a secured creditor uses in perfecting a security interest in personal property collateral.
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In addition to perfecting its consignment interest, a consignor
must take additional steps to obtain priority over the rights
of the consignee’s secured lender, or other creditor, with a
prior blanket security interest in the consignee’s inventory.
UCC Section 9-103(d) states that a consignor has a purchase
money security interest in its consigned goods. As such,
a consignor would have priority over creditors holding
prior floating liens in the consignee’s inventory, including
the consigned goods, if the consignor satisfies all of the
requirements for a purchase money security interest in the
debtor’s inventory contained in UCC Section 9-324. These
requirements include (a) filing a UCC financing statement
describing the goods prior to the consignee’s receipt of
the goods; (b) sending an authenticated notification to the
holders of conflicting prior perfected security interests in
the consignee’s inventory that states that the consignor has
acquired, or expects to acquire, a consignment interest in the
goods and describes the goods; and (c) receipt of such notice
by the holders of conflicting inventory security interests within
five years before the consignee’s receipt of the goods.

conduct going-out-of-business sales at Whitehall’s stores.
The proposed purchase price was approximately 50% of the
cost value of the consigned goods.
Whitehall argued that the bankruptcy court had the power to
approve the sale of the consigned goods free and clear of
all consignment interests because Whitehall had challenged
the consignment interests of all consignors. Whitehall
disputed the consignors’ interests in the consigned goods and
claimed they were unsecured creditors on several alternative
grounds. Certain consignors had failed to file UCC financing
statements or had filed UCC financing statements that were
defective, thereby rendering their consignment interests
unperfected.
Certain consignors objected to the sale of the consigned
goods free and clear of their consignment interests on the
ground that they, not Whitehall, owned the goods. As a result
of this dispute, the bankruptcy court refused to authorize
the sale of any consigned goods until it determined the
ownership of the consigned goods. The court reasoned that
Section 363(b) of the Bankruptcy Code allows a debtor to sell
only property of the debtor’s bankruptcy estate (and not the
consignment vendors’ property).

Some consignment transactions are excepted from the
requirement that a consignor file a UCC-1 financing
statement and provide notice of its consignment interest
to secured lenders with prior perfected security interests in
the debtor’s inventory. These consignments are considered
“true consignments” where a consignor delivers goods to a
merchant that is generally known by its creditors to engage
in the sale of consigned goods. However, this exception
is difficult to prove and is rarely successfully invoked.
Accordingly, even if a consignor does not recognize the
necessity of filing a UCC financing statement and following
all of the other UCC Article 9 requirements for obtaining
a priority consignment interest, it should do so anyway to
protect against any challenge of its consignment rights.

The bankruptcy court also ruled that it could not determine
whether the consigned goods were property of Whitehall’s
bankruptcy estate in the context of Whitehall’s Section 363
sale motion. The court could only invalidate a lien or other
interest, such as a consignment interest, as part of the
relief requested in a lawsuit. The court, therefore, required
Whitehall to first commence lawsuits against each of its 124
consignment vendors prior to any determination of Whitehall’s
and its consignors’ interests in the consigned goods. The
court also directed Whitehall to segregate in an escrow
account proceeds from the sale to the liquidators in an
amount equal to the cost of the consigned goods sold after
the bankruptcy filing and prohibited any sale of consigned
goods at prices below cost.

A consignor frequently runs into trouble recovering its
consigned goods when it fails to dot its “i’s” and cross its “t’s”
in the documentation that creates and secures payment of its
consignment claim. This occurred in the Whitehall Jewelers,
Family Christian Stores and, most recently, Sports Authority
Chapter 11 cases.

Due to the bankruptcy court’s ruling, Whitehall faced the
prospect of a substantial delay of the sale process and
limitations on the sale and disposition of the proceeds of its
consigned goods while it litigated 124 separate lawsuits over
whether the consigned goods were property of its bankruptcy
estate. That shifted the balance of power in the case in favor
of the consignors, including the unperfected consignors,
which they successfully used to negotiate a favorable global
settlement of their claims. As part of the settlement, Whitehall
agreed to return the consigned goods to those consignors
participating in the settlement and pay them from the escrow
account for the consigned goods Whitehall had sold after its
bankruptcy filing.

The Whitehall Jewelers Case
Whitehall Jewelers was a nationwide specialty retailer of fine
jewelry, operating 373 retail stores in 39 states. Whitehall
acquired most of its inventory pursuant to consignment
arrangements (usually confirmed in written consignment
agreements) with its vendors. The consignment agreements
were governed by the UCC and provided that each consignor
owned and had full title to the consigned goods and Whitehall
had no right, title or interest in the goods until their resale.
On June 23, 2008, Whitehall filed its Chapter 11 petition
in the United States Bankruptcy Court in Delaware. At the
time of its bankruptcy filing, Whitehall was in possession of
approximately $63 million of consigned goods received from
approximately 124 consignors. The same day as its Chapter
11 filing, Whitehall filed a motion seeking court approval of
the sale of substantially all of its assets, including consigned
goods, free and clear of all liens and interests. The proposed
purchasers were a group of liquidators that intended to

The Family Christian Case
The issue of consignment rights arose again in the Family
Christian Stores Chapter 11 case. Family Christian operated
a national chain of more than 250 retail stores that sold
Christian religious merchandise such as books, music
and movies. Family Christian had filed for Chapter 11 on
February 11, 2015 in the United States Bankruptcy Court
for the Western District of Michigan. Family Christian
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sought approval of a sale of substantially all of its assets,
including goods it had acquired under various consignment
arrangements, free and clear of all liens and interests in the
assets. At the time of the bankruptcy filing, Family Christian
held more than $20 million of book value of inventory under
consignment arrangements with 150 to 200 consignment
vendors.

business. Those consignors opting to reject the Chapter 11
Plan retained their claims, and Family Christian was required
to either return the consigned goods or continue to litigate
over the consignors’ rights in their consigned goods. These
consignors risked being relegated to the status of general
unsecured creditors if they did not prevail in their litigations
with Family Christian.

A group of 27 publishers and other vendors that delivered
a majority of the consigned goods commenced a lawsuit
against Family Christian, requesting a judgment prohibiting
Family Christian from selling their consigned goods and
determining that these goods were not property of Family
Christian’s bankruptcy estate. The consignors argued that
Family Christian must either pay for the consigned goods
once they were sold or return the goods to the consignors.
The consignors asserted that although most of them had
failed to file UCC financing statements, the consignment
transactions were “true consignments” not governed by the
UCC. As a result, the consignors did not have to comply with
the consignment requirements of UCC Article 9 because
Family Christian was generally known by its creditors to be
engaged in selling the goods of others, and according to the
consignment agreements, the consignors retained ownership
of the consigned goods after delivering them to Family
Christian.

The Sports Authority Case
Sports Authority Holding, Inc. and its affiliated entities, are
one of the nation’s largest sporting goods retailers. Prior to
their Chapter 11 filing, Sports Authority operated 464 stores
and 5 distribution centers throughout the United States. On
March 2, 2016, Sports Authority filed Chapter 11 in the United
States Bankruptcy Court in Delaware.
At the time of its bankruptcy filing, Sports Authority reported
that it was in possession of 8.5 million units of consigned
goods, at a cost of $84.8 million, from 170 consignors.
Sports Authority typically entered into its standard form of
consignment agreement with each of its consignors. The
agreement contemplated a consignment with the consignor
retaining title to the consigned goods until the goods were
sold, at which time title passed to the purchaser of the goods.
Under the agreements, Sports Authority was required to
remit the agreed-upon invoice price to the consignor within
a specified timeframe following the sale of the consigned
goods.

Family Christian disputed the consignors’ allegations that
the consignment transactions were true consignments
outside the scope of UCC Article 9. Instead, Family
Christian asserted that all the consignment transactions
fell squarely within the UCC’s definition of consignment
and, therefore, the consignors were required to file UCC
financing statements and follow all of the other UCC Article
9 requirements for obtaining priority status in their consigned
goods. However, most of the consignors had failed to do so.
Family Christian, therefore, requested that the bankruptcy
court determine that the consignors did not have any
interests in the consigned goods and that Family Christian
was authorized to sell the goods free and clear of their
consignment interests.

On the first day of its Chapter 11 case, Sports Authority filed
a motion requesting authority to continue selling consigned
goods it had received prior to the bankruptcy filing free and
clear of all liens and interests (including the consignors’
interests), and to grant the consignors that satisfied all of
the UCC Article 9 consignment requirements prior to the
bankruptcy filing a “replacement lien” in the sales proceeds
of the consigned goods. Soon thereafter, in response to
a flood of objections to the sale by multiple consignment
vendors, including consignors that had failed to satisfy UCC
Article 9’s consignment requirements, Sports Authority filed
approximately 160 lawsuits against nearly every consignor,
seeking a determination that the consignors did not have
valid interests in the consigned goods.

These consignors reached a settlement with Family
Christian. The settling consignors agreed to Family
Christian’s sale of their consigned goods in exchange
for sharing in a cash payment of $500,000, plus one of
two payment options: (1) payment of each consignor’s
Bankruptcy Code Section 503(b)(9) claim for the value of
goods sold and delivered to a debtor within 20 days prior
to the bankruptcy filing, which is entitled to administrative
priority status—plus 10% of the book value of the
consignor’s goods sold after June 15, 2015, or (2) payment
of 35% of the book value of the consignor’s goods sold after
June 15, 2015. Either way, the settling consignors received
far more favorable treatment than general unsecured
creditors who were expected to receive a de minimis
recovery on their claims.

The consignors objected to Sports Authority’s motion,
arguing that Sports Authority could not sell the consigned
goods because they were not property of Sports Authority’s
bankruptcy estate. The consignors asserted that they had
retained title to the goods following their delivery to Sports
Authority under the consignment agreements, and could
demand the return of the goods. They also asserted that
Sports Authority could not sell their consigned goods until
the bankruptcy court had determined that the consignors
did not have valid consignment interests in the goods, which
the court could only do through the lawsuits against the
consignors (not merely based upon a motion like the one
Sports Authority filed).

Other consignors who were not part of the group of settling
consignors were offered the same two payment options if
they accepted Family Christian’s Chapter 11 Plan, which
Family Christian had filed as the vehicle for selling its

Sports Authority responded that the consignors did not retain
title to their consigned goods in Sports Authority’s possession,
and at best, the consignors had security interests in the goods
under the UCC. Nearly all of the consignors had failed to file
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UCC financing statements that were necessary to perfect
their security interests in the consigned goods. As a result,
Sports Authority’s secured term lenders, with blanket security
interests in Sports Authority’s inventory, had superior rights to
the consigned goods and the proceeds of their sale.

The term lenders appealed from the bankruptcy court’s
ruling, which appeal is currently pending. The lenders also
joined in the pending lawsuits against each of the consignors,
requesting that the bankruptcy court determine that the lenders
have a superior interest in the consigned goods (and all sale
proceeds) and requiring the consignors to pay all proceeds
they received to the term lenders in the event the court rules
in the lenders’ favor. The term lenders and many of the
consignors are currently negotiating the terms of a potential
settlement regarding the treatment of their respective interests
in the consigned goods. So this story is far from over!

Sports Authority further argued that it could continue selling
the consigned goods in the ordinary course of business,
without the consignors’ consent, because UCC Section
9-319 states that while goods are in the possession of the
consignee, the consignee is deemed to have rights and
title to the goods identical to those of the consignor. Sports
Authority then relied on Section 365(d)(4) of the Bankruptcy
Code, which permits a debtor to sell assets subject to bona
fide dispute, free and clear of liens and interests, to continue
to sell the consigned goods because the consignors’ interests
in the goods were subject to bona fide dispute due to the
pending lawsuits against the consignors.

Conclusion
A consignor’s rights in consigned goods after its customer files
bankruptcy will likely continue to raise hotly contested issues
in bankruptcy cases. Indeed, in the Sports Authority case,
the helplessly underwater secured term lenders have an $85
million reason to fight. The lesson learned from the Sports
Authority, Whitehall Jewelers and Family Christian Stores
bankruptcy cases is that a consignor should take all necessary
steps to comply with all of UCC Article 9’s requirements for a
valid, perfected and superior interest in its consigned goods.
However, a consignor that messes up and fails to dot its i’s and
cross its t’s can take solace from the courts’ holdings in these
cases that encourage them to invoke their consignment rights
to throw a monkey wrench into a debtor’s efforts to sell their
consigned goods. Consignors that mess up now can use their
leverage to obtain at least some recovery on their consignment
claims. Not a bad outcome!

Certain of Sports Authority’s secured term lenders, allegedly
owed $276 million, put significant pressure on the Debtors to
take a hard line against and not settle with the consignment
vendors. The term lenders supported Sports Authority’s
motion and the 160 lawsuits, reiterating many of Sports
Authority’s same arguments. The term lenders also argued
that they had a superior interest in the consigned goods
because they had a senior security interest in all of Sports
Authority’s inventory, including all consigned goods, and the
consignors did not have valid perfected and prior interests
in their goods. The term lenders then requested that all
proceeds from the sale of consigned goods be held in
escrow, pending the bankruptcy court’s determination in each
of the lawsuits of whether the consignors or the term lenders
had a valid prior interest in the consigned goods.
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Following numerous motions, objections, and hearings, the
bankruptcy court ultimately ruled that, pending adjudication
of the lawsuits, Sports Authority had three options regarding
the consigned goods: it could stop selling the goods,
settle with the consignors, or continue to sell the goods in
accordance with the terms of the consignment agreements,
which included paying the agreed-upon invoice price to
the consignors upon the sale of any consigned goods.
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The bankruptcy court also denied the term lenders’ request
for the escrowing of the proceeds from the sale of consigned
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The court instead ruled that the term lenders could seek
recovery of the sale proceeds from the consignors if the court
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The bankruptcy court’s ruling undoubtedly favored the
consignors. The term lenders warned that they would have
difficulty collecting sale proceeds from consignors in the
event the court ultimately determines that the lenders had a
superior interest in the goods.
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BG Group PLC. Shell is seeking to replace lost reserves
and develop more business in the liquefied natural gas
(LNG) sector of the industry. The acquisition added to Shell’s
already increasing debt level, bringing the total up to over
$70 billion. (Wall Street Journal, 7 June 2016). Natural gas
prices, however, are not faring any better than oil. Demand
from China, one of the biggest users of LNG has leveled off,
and many producers maintain that the profits from selling
LNG won’t materialize until oil reaches a price of at least $60
per barrel. (Wall Street Journal, 23 March 2016).

(Oil Patch continued from page 1)
Rather than investing in potentially stranded oil and
gas projects, or gambling on new technologies that
they do not fully understand, the oil companies would
do better to continue returning money to shareholders
through dividends and share buybacks.
The commitments made by Chevron, BP and most
other groups to maintaining their dividends during the
downturn, even if they have to borrow to do so, is an
encouraging acknowledgment of that reality, even if the
companies do not put it in those terms (26 May 2016).

The main problem faced by the industry has been the
falling price of crude oil. The average price for Brent crude
in 2015, $52.40 per
barrel, was less than
half the average price
of $107.67 for the
preceding four years
(Federal Reserve Bank
of St. Louis, Economic
Data). Much of the
new investment in the
industry, particularly
in the United States,
was profitable at the
latter price level. These
investments do not,
however, yield profits
at prices below the $50
per barrel point. An
historical examination
of oil price, supply, and
demand trends will lend
some insights as to
whether the harbinger
of decline for the
industry is, in fact, the
reality.

While big oil has
been the target
of environmental
advocates in the media
for years, the fact that
a major business news
publication is calling
for an essential end to
the industry is striking,
and lends credence to
the notion that it may,
in fact, be time to begin
shutting it down.
In spite of this, big
companies such
as Chevron and
ExxonMobil are
doubling down.
Shareholders in both
of these companies
voted down resolutions
calling for stress tests
to determine the risk
that efforts to curb
climate change pose
to their businesses.
(Wall Street Journal,
25 May 2016). A review
of annual filings for
2015 shows that, while
maintaining dividend
payments, the two
companies borrowed
a combined $19.1
billion and invested
$56.4 billion back
into their operations.
In doing so, both
companies eschewed
stock repurchases for
the year, going from a
combined $17.6 billion
down to $3.8 billion, all of which was ExxonMobil, between
2014 and 2015. (SEC Forms 10-K, ExxonMobil and Chevron,
2015)

Crude oil and its
principle end-consumer
product, gasoline,
are fairly generic
commodities, and are
so priced in the market.
As a result, prices are
sensitive to changes
in supply and demand.
In regard to the supply
and demand for oil and
related products, history
has shown that both are
somewhat inelastic in
the short run, meaning
that increases in price
will not necessarily
be met by dramatic
reduction in use, and increases in quantity demanded will not
necessarily be met by rising supply, leading to potential price
volatility. However, supply and demand in the long run have
proven to be much more elastic. Higher prices in the short
run have led to increases in the long run supply, while at the

Royal Dutch Shell is now struggling with how to restructure
costs after its $50 billion acquisition of the Brazilian company
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same time causing changes in consumer behavior, such as
seeking more fuel efficient vehicles and using alternative
means of transportation. The lower elasticities of supply and
demand will serve to stabilize prices in the long run, as long
as there is enough supply to meet the demand, and vice
versa.

global supply responded to changes invoked by the embargo
of the 1970s and fuel efficiency became a higher priority
among consumers. Other than a dip down to a level of $6.43
in 1998, prices stayed within a range of $10-$15/bbl between
1986 and 2000. Following 9/11, however, real prices tripled,
crashing in 2008, and then rising again to a high level of
over $40/bbl in 2011. They have since fallen back toward the
longer term levels of the
1990s.

Since the disruption of
the industry resulting
from the OPEC
embargo in the 1970’s,
the supply and demand
for oil have been in
alignment with few
periods of surplus or
shortage visible in the
past 35 years. As can
be seen in Exhibit 1,
after a brief period of
decline in the early
1980’s, global use of oil
has steadily risen from
just under 60,000,000
to over 90,000,000
barrels per day. This
annual growth of about
1.12% is actually less
than estimates of world
population growth of 1.45% over the same period of time,
implying that global per capita use of oil is declining.1 This,
in and of itself, might imply a long term decrease in relative
demand for oil, and a corresponding decrease in its real
price.

It is most likely the oil
industry in the United
States itself that is
responsible for what
has happened in the
industry over the past
15 years. The events of
9/11 led to heightened
security concerns
and greater calls for
“energy independence.”
Coupled with rising
prices for crude oil and
falling interest rates,
the domestic U.S. oil
industry ramped up its
efforts to develop and
produce from sources
of oil which would have been unprofitable at the historical low
prices of the 1990s. These investments included horizontal
drilling and hydraulic fracturing processes that require higher
end-user prices to be profitable.
As one might predict, these assets did not come online
overnight. Output from these investments did not begin to
hit the market until 2007. As can be seen in Exhibit 3, output
from U.S. domestic oil
sources actually fell
from 2000 to 2006.
Once these new
facilities came online,
however, output shot up
from a rate of 8,300,000
to over 14,000,000
barrels per day by 2014!
The 40% increase in
domestic production
between 2001 and 2014
goes a long way toward
explaining the falling
price over the same
time period. This also
raises the question of
whether the arrival of
this new domestic oil
supply had an impact
on collapsing prices in
2008, and whether the
price increase that followed was brought about as a result of
the expansionary monetary policies of the Federal Reserve
after the credit markets collapsed at that time.

Global oil consumption patterns have also changed over time.
As can be seen in Exhibit 1A, consumption has actually fallen
in the developed nations
of North America and
Europe, while rising in
the rest of the world.
The greatest increases
have been seen in the
China/India/Oceania
(i.e., Greater East
Asian) regions of the
world. This raises the
possibility that, as the
rest of these economies
develop further, global
oil consumption will also
begin to decline.
Historical analysis
shows the events of
9/11/01 seem to have
altered the established
long run price trend that
had been developing
for crude oil by the mid- to late-1990s. As can be seen in
Exhibit 2, real prices fell dramatically in the early 1980s as
1
United Nations, Dept. of Economic and Social Affairs, Population
Division (2013)
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The rapid run-up in U.S.
domestic oil production
was responsible for
most of the growth in
the world supply of oil
over that same time
period. As can be seen
in Exhibit 4, world
production of oil outside
of the U.S. was fairly
flat. Most, if not all of
the increase in global
oil supplies came from
the United States. This
wouldn’t necessarily be
a problem if the U.S.
providers could find
a way to export their
product in the face of
a declining domestic
demand. Given lower
oil prices and stabilizing global demand, however, this hasn’t
been economically feasible.

with a market
capitalization exceeding
$11 billion (Wall Street
Journal, 16 May 2016).
It recently agreed to
exchange over $3.7
billion in debt claims for
control of the company
by its creditors, a fate
becoming more typical
of this young branch of
the industry.
Not only are the drilling
companies experiencing
the effects of the oil
price decline, but so are
their suppliers. While
oil producers may be
able to survive at prices
around $50 per barrel,
as are those currently accessing via lower cost wells in the
Permian Valley of Texas and New Mexico, their equipment
suppliers estimate that they require prices to range into the
mid $60s per barrel before their businesses will once again
become profitable (Wall Street Journal, 6 May 2016).

The key question for the future is: what crude oil price level
will be sustainable? The evidence suggests that long term
prices will settle at levels well below the high real price levels
seen in 2007 and 2014. Prices are now hovering at around
$50/barrel in current dollar terms, and inflation has stabilized
at a fairly low rate. It is questionable as to whether the oil
market has much more upward price capacity, even with
many of the higher priced resources being pulled from the
market as a result of the shutting down of many of these
operations.
The highest potential growth opportunities in many industries
are often found in the developing rather than the mature
economies. As shown earlier, the highest recent growth in oil
consumption has occurred in the developing economies. As
the developed nations seek to invest in and create various
sources of alternative energy, however, will those investments
also follow in the developing economies? Broadening the
export market for alternative energy investments will certainly
increase the return on those investments for innovators of
those technologies in the developed economies, which could
be a key to stimulating real economic growth in those nations.
Will a heavily invested, both in terms of financial and political
capital, oil industry stand in the way of that future? The
answer to that question remains to be seen.
Meanwhile, the domestic U.S. oil industry has experienced
a chaotic rout, and is retreating en masse into federal
bankruptcy protection. As of 16 May, 77 North American
energy companies had filed for bankruptcy protection in 2015
alone. Deloitte’s energy consultants report that 175 oil-andgas producers around the world are in danger of declaring
bankruptcy, and the situation is nearly as dire for another 160
companies (Wall Street Journal, 16 May 2016).

In addition, the companies that supply product needed to
accompany the mining process are experiencing financial
difficulty. An example is U.S. Silica, provider of the sand
product needed to facilitate the hydraulic fracking process.
U.S. Silica’s revenues, which had grown from $295 million
in 2011 to over $876 million in 2014, fell to $642 million in
2015. The company had borrowed over $500 million in 201314, investing almost half of that amount into its operations
and acquisitions. In 2015, however, it cut its net investment
down to zero, borrowed nothing and began to repurchase
stock. While not in immediate danger of bankruptcy, its future
growth opportunity is not as bright as it was two years ago,
when oil prices were in the $100 range.
There is little, if any evidence to suggest that this situation will
turn itself around. While we may see higher oil prices at times
in the future, the historical evidence suggests that these high
prices are unsustainable in real terms. Oil and its end-user
products remain generic commodities, and as long as there
is a readily available supply of inexpensive crude oil in other
areas of the world, the market will not sustain the high prices
it has seen in the past.
This is going to be compounded by the political-economic
pressure to move toward alternative energy sources. One
report forecasts that consumer movement toward electric
cars could reduce the demand for gasoline by as much as
20% over the next two decades. The report further comments
that car developers in Europe and China are well ahead of
U.S. manufacturers in the development of practical electric
vehicles. Rapid introduction of electric vehicles in the China/
India/Oceania markets could have drastic impacts on the
global demand for oil.

One of the latest of these is Sand Ridge Corporation. Based
in Oklahoma, Sand Ridge was formed in 2006 and became
one of the nation’s leading shale oil extracting companies
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Even the Saudi’s have shown signs of seeing the writing on
the wall for the oil industry. They have recently announced
that they will take Aramco public with an IPO, which can
be a first step in cashing out of the long term investment.
At the same time, the Saudi’s have announced a five-year
plan to restructure their economy in such a way that it is less
dependent upon oil revenue for its output and income.

If your companies deal directly or indirectly with companies
in the oil and gas industry, including their suppliers and
service providers, credit managers can expect a continuing
wave of restructuring via bankruptcies and/or mergers and
acquisitions. Speculative investors will also begin to buy-up
low value energy companies, betting on an increase in oil
prices in the future and the possibility of a quick flip of those
investments for profit if those prices do manage to increase.

The overall impact of lower oil prices will be felt in different
ways, depending upon the nature of the direct or indirect
connection to the industry. As has already been noted, the
impact is significantly negative on drilling companies, their
equipment providers, and their product and service vendors.
Obviously, if your company does business with those who
equip, provide, or serve oil companies, it will have an impact
on your revenue.
Much of the indirect effects of lower oil prices are localized
to certain geographical regions. North Dakota, for instance,
experienced exponential growth in its housing, hotels,
grocery, and other retail markets as drilling companies rushed
in to develop oil supplies using new extraction technologies
while prices were high. As prices have fallen, most of those
areas have become virtual ghost towns with an oversupply
of housing and retailers who have closed up shop. While
impactful to certain local areas, such changes may have a
major national economic impact.
The general impact of lower oil prices on the economy has
been the subject of debate. Many believe that lower gas
prices allow consumers to spend more on other things,
and that it will help particularly in the vacation and tourism
industry, as the cost of transportation declines. It is also
argued, however, that the impact of falling gas prices has
been offset by price increases in other areas, such as food
and rental housing. Others suggest that many consumers
might use the residual savings from cheaper gas to retire
personal debt rather than spending.
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In its current state, however, the U.S. domestic oil industry
is heavily overinvested. The current capacity utilization rate
is below 75%, which is well below its longer term average of
85% going back to 1967 (Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis,
Economic Data). As the boom times have come and gone
before, they will remain a thing of the past over the next few
decades. The industry may want to heed the call being issued
by the Financial Times and others: it is time to unwind.
About the author:
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Don’t Sweat the Small Stuff:
Third Circuit Refuses to Aggregate Small Preference
Claims to Meet the Minimum Threshold
Kevin Zuzolo, Esq.
Otterbourg P.C.

T

The Third Circuit’s Decision: Slobodian v. IRS (In re Net
Pay Solutions, Inc.)

he Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit recently issued
a decision on an issue of “first impression” that serves
as a reminder to consider all defenses whenever a creditor
is served with a preference demand. The Bankruptcy Code
provides a statutory defense to preference claims when the
transfer at issue is less than $6,225. In Slobodian v. IRS
(In re Net Pay Solutions, Inc.)1, the court denied a trustee’s
request to aggregate multiple transfers that were below the
threshold on an individual basis, but which exceeded the
threshold on a total basis. This means that a creditor may
have a better chance of defending against a preference claim
if it received multiple small payments instead of a larger
lump sum payment (for example, receiving four payments of
$5,000 each instead one payment of $20,000).

The debtor in the Net Pay case previously operated a
business in which it managed its clients’ payrolls and handled
their employment taxes. At issue in this case were five
transfers that the debtor made on behalf of its clients to the
Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”). The transfers included the
following amounts, each on behalf of a different client of the
debtor: (1) $32,297; (2) $5,338; (3) $1,143; (4) $352.84; and
(5) $281.13. Although four of the five payments were below
the minimum threshold, the trustee argued that the transfers
may be aggregated to exceed the minimum threshold.
The Net Pay case was unique because the trustee was suing
a single defendant, the IRS, to recover payments made
on behalf of multiple creditors. Therefore, the trustee was
attempting to aggregate both the individual transfers and the
different creditors in order to meet the minimum threshold.
The Court rejected the trustee’s liberal aggregation approach.
The Court noted that the trustee’s argument made little sense
since a creditor’s ability to invoke the minimum threshold
would depend on whether the debtor made transfers for the
benefit of other creditors. Each of the debtor’s clients had no
control over payments that were made to the IRS on behalf
of the debtor’s other clients and the Court appropriately
concluded that it would be unfair to aggregate the transfers.

Preferences and the Minimum Threshold
A preferential transfer is a payment made by an insolvent
debtor to a creditor on account of an antecedent debt made
within 90 days before the filing of a bankruptcy petition. A
trustee may avoid a preferential payment and recover the
funds for the benefit of the debtor’s estate. This allows the
recovered funds to be distributed equally among all of the
debtor’s creditors. Exceptions (or defenses) to the trustee’s
avoidance powers are also built into the preference statute.
These include, among others, the contemporaneous
exchange defense, the ordinary course of business defense,
and the new value defense. Such defenses are often written
about and commonly the subject of legal decisions. Creditors
must be mindful, however, not to overlook a very simple
defense: the minimum threshold defense found in Section
547(c)(9) of the Bankruptcy Code.

The Court’s holding was specific to the trustee’s unique
argument of attempting to aggregate multiple transfers below
the minimum threshold that were for the benefit of different
creditors and the Court’s dismissal of such argument is not
surprising in light of the policy considerations. Although it was
not a direct issue, the Court’s ruling also addressed the more
common situation of a trustee aggregating multiple transfers
to a single transferee to exceed the minimum threshold (for
example, a creditor that received four separate transfers
of $5,000 each during the preference period is sued by
the trustee for $20,000). The Court stated that the text and
context of Section 547(c)(9) demonstrates that the minimum
threshold contemplates a transfer-by-transfer analysis. Thus,
it is a reasonable interpretation that each of the separate
transfers of $5,000 in the example above should be viewed
independently as each being below the minimum threshold
and, therefore, none of the $20,000 should be recoverable by
the trustee.

Section 547(c)(9) provides that a trustee may not avoid a
preferential transfer “if, in a case filed by a debtor whose
debts are not primarily consumer debts, the aggregate value
of all property that constitutes or is affected by such transfer
is less than $6,225.” The minimum threshold defense is a
relatively new provision which was added to the Bankruptcy
Code in 2005 and designed to discourage litigation over
relatively insignificant amounts. A scenario can easily be
envisioned where a creditor might incur $10,000 in legal fees
to defeat a $5,000 preference claim.

1

Case No. 15-2833 (3d Cir. May 10, 2016).
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The law is less clear, however, when considering the
aggregation of multiple transfers to a single creditor. The
Third Circuit cautioned that courts must not apply the
minimum threshold in a mindless way that would permit a
debtor and/or creditor to thwart the law by structuring multiple
transfers in amounts less than the threshold. Indeed, courts
have allowed a trustee to aggregate multiple transfers to
satisfy the minimum threshold and the standards often
applied are whether the transfers are on account of the same
debt, or if the transfers are conducted pursuant to a single
common plan.
Dealing with Small Transfers and the Minimum
Threshold
As demonstrated by the Court’s comments, creditors should
be aware that payment by a debtor of multiple debts in
a single transfer might expose the creditor to preference
liability whereas there is at least a colorable defense that
the minimum threshold would not have been satisfied if the
transfers had been made separately. This situation could
cause a dilemma for credit professionals. Any creditor
dealing with a debtor that has fallen behind on a number of
small debts would usually be happy to receive a lump sum
payment to bring the account current. It is understandable
that the creditor would not want to refuse a large payment
in order to receive multiple smaller payments. This is one
of those instances where, even at the risk of receiving a
preferential transfer, it is always better to receive full payment
rather than partial or no payment.

stage, however, which typically occurs prior to the trustee
commencing formal lawsuits, the trustee generally has
nothing to lose other than the cost of a stamp to see if a
demand letter can cause a creditor to turn over funds to the
trustee. Even if a demand letter is sent, the trustee may have
no intention of actually commencing an action to recover the
preferential transfers if they do not exceed a certain level.
Make sure you keep the minimum threshold of $6,225 in
mind when receiving a preference demand letter.
Don’t Forget About the Venue Limit
Although it was neither relevant to nor discussed in the
Net Pay decision, the venue limit is another minimum
threshold that creditors should be mindful of when dealing
with preference demands. The venue provisions of the
Bankruptcy Code require that a trustee commence a
preference action in the district court for the district in which
the defendant resides if the claim is less than $12,4752.2
This requirement can make it especially burdensome for
a trustee to recover small dollar preferences, since the
trustee would much prefer to have a single forum (i.e., the
bankruptcy court where the case is pending) to prosecute
its actions. When a creditor residing outside the district of
the bankruptcy court receives a demand letter for less than
$12,475, there is a strong likelihood that the trustee would
not incur the expense of commencing a litigation to pursue
the preference claim.
Conclusion
The minimum threshold defense may not get the same
attention as the ordinary course of business or new value
defenses, but it must not be forgotten since, in some cases,
it is the easiest and most straightforward defense to apply.
The Third Circuit’s Net Pay decision illustrates that courts
may be reluctant to adopt arguments that would undermine
the intent of the statute of discouraging litigation over
insignificant amounts.

The benefit of the Net Pay decision is that it comes from
the highest court in the circuit and provides creditors with
additional ammunition for challenging preference claims
that only meet the minimum threshold if the transfers are
aggregated together. Do not assume that just because a
preference action has been commenced that the trustee has
done an analysis to determine whether the transfers meet
the statutory minimum threshold. A trustee preparing multiple
preference complaints is often working off of a spreadsheet
analysis that simply shows the total amount of payments that
the creditor received in the 90 days prior to the bankruptcy.
A well-informed creditor will look at the individual amounts
of the transfers to determine whether any are below the
minimum threshold and may be easily challenged.

2

28 U.S.C. § 1409

About the Author:
Kevin Zuzolo is an associate
in Otterbourg’s Bankruptcy
Department. Mr. Zuzolo also
has experience representing
banks and financial institutions
in connection with secured
transactions.

The same advice applies and is even more significant
when receiving a demand letter for the return of an alleged
preferential transfer. A trustee pursuing preference actions
will often perform a cost benefit analysis and may decide
that pursuing “small-dollar” preference claims is unlikely
to result in a net benefit to the estate. At the demand letter
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Taking it Back to Basics:
Four Best Practices for Credit and Collections Effectiveness
late fee on the first day the account becomes
past due. Most customers will appreciate support
during difficult financial times, and will probably
become a more loyal customer to your business.
If your customer can pay, and does not, or has a
history of submitting late payment, it is suitable
to impose a late fee. If your customer is not
happy with the fees, this should be the catalyst to
change their delinquent behavior.

As the complexities of the credit profession
demand increasing attention, it is important not to
forget the fundamentals. The following provides
four Best Practices that help establish sound
credit practices.
Well-managed credit and collections are vital to
a company’s sustainability. This article highlights
four simple tips to help companies improve
processes, lower DSO, decrease past-due
accounts receivable, and ultimately increase cash
flow.

4. Collecting on Delinquent Accounts
The probability of collecting a delinquent
account drops dramatically with the length of
the delinquency. The probability of collecting an
account 90 days past due drops to just 69.6%.
At 6 months past due, there is only a 52.1%
chance of collection. If the account ages to 1
year past due, the likelihood of a successful
collection is 22.8%. With this information, it is
common practice that when an account goes
unpaid for over 90 days, you should consider
partnering with an outside collection agency
(OCA). There are many benefits to working with
a certified collection agency instead of trying to
collect on your own. Collection representatives
are trained on current techniques, technology
and compliance issues. Working with an OCA will
most likely provide better results than collecting
on your own.

1. Research Your Customer
It is important to perform due diligence and
look into who you are doing business with.
Researching a customer’s credit history is a
great way to gain insight. This record accounts
the borrower’s credit history from a number
of different sources, including banks, credit
card companies, collection agencies, and the
government. A credit history report can help
in predicting if your customer will be able to
repay debts. Should you find that your potential
customer has a low credit score, it would be a
good idea to require a deposit on your goods or
services. Membership in a credit group in your
company’s industry can also provide access
to credit and payment history for prospective
customers.

In conclusion, it is best to extend credit to
customers cautiously and collect past-due
payments promptly to keep cash flowing into your
business. Researching your customer’s credit
could save you time and money in the long run.

2. Set Payment Terms
Payment terms should be documented on a
contract or a purchase order (PO) when goods
are purchased or a service is ordered. The
contract or PO should state the item or service,
the price, and the payment terms. When you
send an invoice to your customer, indicate a due
date, such as “due in 30 days.” Do not list terms
like net 15 or net 30. Some of your customers
might understand that means payment must be
received within 15 or 30 days, but you are better
off spelling out a due date to avoid confusion. If
possible, offer discounts for early payments and
always indicate that there will be late fees on
invoices paid past the due date. It is important
to have strict rules, but remember to relay
information in a polite manner.

About ABC-Amega:
Founded in 1929 as The American Bureau of
Collections, ABC-Amega is an award-winning
commercial collections agency specializing in
global debt collection and accounts receivable
management solutions. ABC-Amega partners
with clients to improve and manage credit,
cash flow and customer retention with services
in 3rd party commercial debt collection, 1st
party accounts receivable outsourcing, industry
credit group management, and credit and A/R
management training and education. The firm is
dual-certified by the CLLA/IACC and is a platinum
partner of the Credit Research Foundation (CRF).
For additional information, please contact info@
abc-amega.com or visit www.abc-amega.com.

3. Make Sure the Punishment Fits the Crime
On occasion, the best customers can have
trouble paying. It is best not to hand down a large
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U.S. Macro Outlook:
It’s a Job Machine
BY MARK ZANDI, Chief Economist
Moody’s Analytics

GDP growth has come to a near standstill. Growth will be
barely positive in the first quarter, after a paltry gain in the
fourth quarter of last year. Job growth, however, remains
robust, with no sign of slowing. The job numbers are a better
representation of the reality of the economy’s performance
and near-term prospects.

Productivity has also struggled since the financial crisis,
as that wrenching period undermined business risk-taking,
which is vital to innovation, and labor mobility, which is key
to getting workers into the most productive jobs. Massive
reworking of the financial system engineered by Dodd-Frank,
and of the healthcare system
by the Affordable Care Act, has
also played a role.

Measurement problems plague
the GDP figures. Despite
yeoman efforts by the Bureau
of Economic Analysis, the
source of the GDP data, there
remains a significant residual
seasonality problem. That is,
GDP has a clear seasonal
pattern, with the weakest
growth not surprisingly during
the winter months. But the
BEA hasn’t been able to fully
correct for this seasonality.

These, however, are more or
less transitory constraints on
productivity. The downdraft
in energy and manufacturing
will abate by year’s end and
risk-taking and mobility are
picking up. Adjustment to the
new regulations in the financial
and healthcare systems will be
over soon.
Job Machine

GDP Head Fake
GDP also undergoes
significant revision. The
initial estimate of GDP for a
quarter is revised by close
to a percentage point on
average in subsequent
estimates as more
source data, especially
inventory and international
trade statistics, become
available. Big revisions
also occur years later when
more source data and
methodological changes
are incorporated into the
GDP accounts.
Even if the BEA got it
exactly right, GDP growth
would still likely be on the soft side, as productivity growth
remains punk. While hard to prove, this can be traced in part
most recently to the hit the energy and manufacturing sectors
have taken. These are very productive industries, and output
has been hammered more than employment.

It is much easier to count jobs
than GDP. While the Bureau
of Labor Statistics estimates
jobs based on a sample of
businesses, once a year it
makes sure its job counts are
consistent with unemployment
insurance records for all
businesses. In recent years,
the BLS estimate of the
number of jobs has been dead
on.
The economy is a job
machine. The string of monthly
job gains is the longest on
record, stretching all the way
back to September 2010, and
more than 200,000 jobs have
been created on average each
month during this time. This is twice the pace of job creation
needed to absorb the growth in the working-age population.
Lots of all kinds of jobs are being created. Job growth is
strong across all pay scales, and nearly every occupation,
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industry and region of the
country. The only blemishes
are related to the plunge in
oil prices and their impact
on energy-related jobs, and
the impact on trade-sensitive
manufacturing jobs from the
tough global economy and
strong U.S. dollar.

will be beyond full employment
by this time next year.
Wages Revival
Wage growth is reviving in
response. This is somewhat
evident in the various wage
data constructed by the BLS.
Average hourly earnings have
picked up from closer to 2%
per annum through most of the
recovery, to just below 2.5%
most recently. Compensation
as measured in the labor
productivity statistics shows a
somewhat stronger increase,
but the preferred employment
cost index shows little
increase.

Help Wanted
Everything points to continued
strong job gains in coming
months. Layoffs remain at
record lows, with weekly
unemployment insurance
claims—arguably the best realtime indicator of the economy’s
strength—about as low as they
ever go. Hiring isn’t quite as good as in the best of times
past, but given the record number of open job positions, this
is either because businesses are becoming pickier in who
they hire, or more likely because they can’t find qualified
workers.

The BLS measures of wage growth are likely biased
downward, even the ECI. The problem is that given the
way the BLS measures wages, they are affected by the
changing composition of workers leaving and coming
into the workforce. With lots of higher-paid baby boomers
leaving, and lower-paid millennials coming in, the BLS wage
measures are being pushed down. Another likely factor is
that marginal, lower- paid workers are finding jobs as the
labor market tightens.

Arguably most encouraging of late is the surge in the
number of workers quitting their jobs. People don’t leave
jobs voluntarily unless they feel confident they can find
new ones easily. High and rising “quits” are a tell that the
economy is closing in on full employment.

Wage data collected by human resource company ADP
and constructed by Moody’s Analytics affirm this. The data
are able to track the wages of the same individuals over
time and is thus not biased by the compositional issues
plaguing the BLS data. The ADP-based data show that for
workers who have stayed
at the same job over the
past year, wages are up
a strong 4.8% through
March of this year. This is
approximately 2 percentage
points stronger than wage
growth using the ADP data,
but based on the BLS
methodology for measuring
wages.

The sharp increase in labor force participation is also
consistent with a tightening job market. Participation is up
an astounding 60 basis points in the past six months, as the
labor force has expanded by a whopping 2.4 million over
this period. In a typical year,
the labor force will grow by
no more than half that.
Some of the increase in
participation may be noise,
as this number is derived
from a small sample of
households. But evidence
that the increase is across all
age groups suggests it is not
a statistical mirage. Adding to
this view is that most of the
increase in participation is
due to fewer workers leaving
the workforce, and less due
to those out of the workforce
coming back in.

According to the ADPbased data, wage growth
is also accelerating,
consistent with a tightening
job market. A year ago,
wages for the same workers
on the job more than a year
were rising by 3.8%. This is a 100-basis point acceleration
in wage growth in just the past year. Adding credence to
the ADP-based data is that wage growth for all workers,
including job switchers, is consistent with wage growth as
measured by the BLS.

While there is still an elevated number of workers out of
the workforce who say they want a job and part-timers
who want more hours, they are quickly being absorbed. At
the current pace of job growth—if sustained, which seems
likely—the economy will be at full employment by summer.
While job growth is sure to slow after that, as it will be
increasingly tough for businesses to fill jobs, the economy
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More Consumption, Fed Tightening

an anticipated pickup in healthcare inflation as some of the
constraints resulting from healthcare reform fade.
The longer the Fed fails to respond to the tightening job
market, the greater the risks that it will need to raise rates
more quickly next year and the year after in order to catch
up. This is the classic dynamic that has done-in most other
business cycles. The Fed can still forestall it, but not for much
longer.

An economy at full employment and with stronger wage
growth will be a substantial tailwind to consumers. Not
only will consumers have more income to spend, but their
psyches should get a lift. People likely judge their financial
well-being through the prism of their pay. Are their pay
increases this year bigger than last, and are the increases
beating inflation? For most of the recovery, the answers
were no and no. Until now. With wage growth picking up,
so too should consumer confidence. Continued strong
consumer spending growth is vital to the U.S. economic
recovery, and even to the global economy.
A full-employment economy and stronger wage growth
also imply that the Federal Reserve will soon resume its
normalization of monetary policy. The Fed raised rates
off the zero lower bound in December but has been on
hold since, given the weak global economy and turmoil in
financial markets at the start of the year.
But the Fed can’t wait much longer to resume increasing
rates as its full-employment mandate has been nearly
met. Inflation is still below the Fed’s target of 2%. But it
won’t be for much longer, given the strengthening wage
growth that will pressure businesses to raise prices more
quickly. Reinforcing the case are sturdy rent growth and

Mark M. Zandi is chief economist of Moody’s
Analytics, where he directs economic research.
Moody’s Analytics, a subsidiary of Moody’s Corp.,
is a leading provider of economic research, data
and analytical tools.
Dr. Zandi is a co-founder of Economy.com, which
Moody’s purchased in 2005.
Dr. Zandi conducts regular briefings
on the economy for corporate boards,
trade associations, and policymakers
at all levels. He is often quoted in
national and global publications and
interviewed by major news media outlets, and is a frequent
guest on CNBC, NPR, CNN, Meet the Press, and various
other national networks and news programs.
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Survey Says ...
Quick Hits from recent CRF Surveys
Credit Insurance
Question: Do you use credit insurance?

Question: What types of sales are insured?

Answer: 40% use credit insurance

Answer: Domestic - 24%
International - 40%
Both - 36%

Sales Tax
Question: Do you bill your existing
customers Sales Tax for expired / missing
Resale Certificates?

Question: If using a third-party
assembler of Sales Tax info, does it
update your ERP?

Answer: 63% said they do

Answer: 42% said it does

Credit Card Sales
Question: Do you accept credit cards as
a form of payment for invoices?

Question: Do you have a company wide
credit card acceptance policy?

Answer: 84% said they do

Answer: 69% said they do
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Thank You!
The Credit Research Foundation was recently the recipient of a generous shipment
of office supplies, thanks to the kindness and consideration of CRF member Cindy
DiDomenico and her company, Avery Products Corporation.
Included among the boxes of office supplies were materials used for forum attendees,
such as badges and tent cards.
This was the second such donation made by Cindy and her company. The first came in
the fall of 2010.
As CRF is a non-profit organization, these donations are greatly appreciated. Thank you
Cindy and Avery Products Corporation!

Cindy DiDomenico
Sr Mgr, Customer Financial Services
Avery Products Corp

Want Collection Costs in the Single Digits?
In the last four years alone, Altus’ accounts receivable experts have cut our clients’ recovery
costs in half, increased their debt liquidation rates and far exceeded their expectations through
our Pre collections program, CARE.
Single Digit Collection Cost is Now a Reality!
CARE can help you get your collection costs down to
the single digits. Sound too good to be true? Our
numbers speak for themselves. Over half of all
delinquent customers and over half of every dollar
placed into the Altus CARE system is recovered
without the need for collections and at an average
cost of less than 1%!

THE NUMBERS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
CARE Results over last three years:
PLACED:
$209,668,054
RESOLVED:
$105,846,695
ACCOUNTS RESOLVED:
51%
CLIENT RECOVERY COST: $740,926 (0.7 %)

Fortune 1000 companies across multiple
industries capitalize on CARE
Many of our Fortune 1000 customers are reaping the
benefits of CARE because it allows them to:






Maintain healthy customer relationships throughout the debt recovery process.
Improve efficiency and effectiveness of internal staff.
Reduce DSO.
Increase debt liquidation rates.
Cut recovery costs in HALF!

It’s a cost effective and efficient solution to collect debt and minimize the risk of losing your
most valuable asset, your client base.
Win an Apple Watch at the CRF Expo
CRF EXPO attendees will have the opportunity to enter a drawing to win an Apple Watch. Make
sure you stop by Booth 52 for your chance to win.
Connect with us and get the Altus Advantage
Unable to attend the EXPO? Visit www.trustaltus.com for more information about our C.A.R.E.
program.
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Just a few thoughts . . . .
from CRF’s President, Bill Balduino

MEET TEAM CRF
Whether you are a frequent attendee to our in
person Forums or even simply a casual reader
of this very column in this CRF News, you know
how proud I am of the TEAM.
Just thought you might like to put a face with a
name and get to know them just a little bit better
on a “personal” level, in their own words.

Barbara Clapsadle
Manager, Member Services

Bill Balduino
President, CRF

Cheryl Weaverling
CFO

Mine is the face you’ll never see in
person! When I’m not at the CRF
World Headquarters “holding down
the fort”, and giving the rest of the
TEAM so many reasons to poke fun
of my OCD, I’m busy taking care of
our 8 cats. . . . “Crazy Cat Lady”
you say? Maybe. . . .but there’s no
greater reward than the unconditional
friendship you’ll get in return!

When you attend a CRF
Forum, I’m the guy lugging
a camera around. I actually
like to do that off the job too.
Most of my spare time is
spent taking care of a house,
planting flowers to try to help
the dying honeybees and being
lazy. I also have two cats but
that doesn’t qualify me as the
“Crazy Cat Guy.”

Tom Diana
Communications Manager

I have been happily
married for over
50 years, not sure
about my husband.
Two sons, five
grandchildren and 1
great grandchild on the
way. I enjoy family,
work, reading and
watching the garden
grow.

The “new” guy on the block and very
happy to be part of the CRF family…
Family?… family of 5 at home who
can usually be found down the “shore”
(“Jerseeeeee Shore that is”) soaking
up the sun and surf when kids school
activities are not consuming our spare
time…
Matt Skudera
Vice-President of Research

There is the Bill in the photo above
and there is the Bill in this photo.
A soccer enthusiast (okay, fanatic)
who is currently enjoying both the
Copa Libertadores 2016 and Euro
2016 tournaments. I am depicted
here in my USA away jersey top (I
have about 20 others at home from
various nations and teams).
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Bill Balduino
Relaxing in Soccer Shirt
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WE HAVE YOU COVERED:

B2BLIFECYCLE

START TO FINISH

Capture more customers with business marketing and prospecting tools.

Acquire the right customers with business acquisition products.

Grow, monitor and retain business credit accounts with portfolio management tools.

Improve delinquency returns with business collections management tools.

Experian’s Business Information Services is a leader in business data and predictive insights.
Come join us at the CRF Forum & EXPO in August at booth #45
To schedule an appointment beforehand, please contact:
Ann Skibicki, Director of Product Management, at Ann.Skibicki@experian.com
© 2016 Experian Information Solutions, Inc. • All rights reserved. Experian and the Experian marks used herein
are service marks or registered trademarks of Experian Information Solutions, Inc. Other product and company
names mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners.
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Winners and Losers: They Call Alabama
the Crimson Tide, Call me Deacon Blues1
By David H. Conaway, Shumaker,
Loop & Kendrick, LLP
In Bankruptcy Code Section 363 sales of assets, there are
winners and losers.
Chapter 11 is known as a forum for reorganizing or selling a
financially distressed business. If a Chapter 11 reorganization
is not possible, a sale of assets may create investment
opportunities for strategic buyers, investment banks, and
private equity to take advantage of the “distress” normally
associated with Chapter 11 to acquire assets at a discount,
exemplifying Warren Buffet’s “value” buying.

stalking horse bid for the estate to obtain the greatest
possible value for its assets. There are usually “bidding
procedures” approved by the Bankruptcy Court, including
a percentage bidding increment, and the stalking horse
bidder often has bid protection in the form of a break-up
fee and expense reimbursement.

Whether a stakeholder’s interest is as a debtor company,
a financial institution with an at-risk loan, a supplier to or
customer of a debtor, counter-party to a contract with a
debtor, or a company interested in purchasing assets, a
Chapter 11 Section 363 sale impacts every stakeholder’s
business. This article will examine each stakeholder’s
position in a Section 363 sale, and their risks and
opportunities.

Secured Lenders
•

•

Debtor
•
•

•

Section 363 of the Bankruptcy Code allows a debtor to
sell substantially all of its assets free and clear of liens
with liens attaching to proceeds of sale.
This allows for the quick and efficient liquidation of a
debtor’s assets without having to first resolve the extent,
validity and priority of liens on assets. Assets can be
sold quickly and without further erosion of value due to
ongoing operating losses.
The allocation of the proceeds of sale among competing
interests and stakeholders is finalized later.

•

•

Asset Purchaser
•

•

•
•

Section 363 sales can provide significant investment
opportunities for strategic buyers, competitors or private
equity, who can take advantage of the “distress” normally
associated with Chapter 11 companies to acquire assets
at a discount.
Buyers of assets often favor acquiring assets in a
Section 363 sale since sales to good faith purchasers
are not subject to later challenge, and can bind
dissatisfied creditors who do not expressly consent to the
transaction.
A Section 363 sale normally begins with a “stalking
horse” asset purchaser whose asset purchase
agreement contains the initial bid.
After appropriate advertising and marketing, a
“Bankruptcy Court” auction is conducted where
interested buyers are permitted to overbid the

Secured lenders have a primary interest in a Section
363 sale, arising from a lien on the debtor’s assets to
secure loans made to the debtor. As lenders are not
in the business of owning and operating assets of its
loan customers, Section 363 can be an efficient tool to
liquidate collateral.
Lenders favor a Chapter 11 sale for this purpose
because asset purchasers prefer the efficiency of
the Chapter 11 sale process, as well as the clear title
delivered in such transactions.
However, Chapter 11 sales can create additional costs
for lenders. Lenders are usually willing to pay the
transactional costs associated with the sale, such as
professional fees associated with an asset purchase
agreement and related documents, to effect the sale
transaction.
Lenders are often compelled to provide DIP financing to
cover the debtor’s operating expenses from the time of
the Chapter 11 filing until closing or the disbursement of
sales proceeds. There may be additional administrative
costs associated with claims relating to property and
other taxes, employee obligations, obligations due on
key contracts and certain claims of unsecured creditors.

Counter-Party to Contracts
•

•

1 Lyrics of “Deacon Blues” by Walter Becker and Donald Fagen, from Steely
Dan’s 1978 Grammy-winning album Aja. “They got a name for the winners
in the world, I want a name when I lose, They call Alabama the Crimson
Tide, Call me Deacon Blues”
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Chapter 11 debtors are inevitably parties to various
pre-petition contracts including leases, supply
contracts, licensing agreements or collective bargaining
agreements. Such contracts would often be considered
“executory contracts”, which is the Bankruptcy Code
term given to essentially any contract between a debtor
and a non-debtor party where both parties owe material
performance to the other.
The Bankruptcy Code provides debtors the unfettered
right to assume or reject executory contracts and leases.
If a debtor rejects an executory contract, the non-debtor
party receives a general unsecured claim for damages
arising from the debtor’s breach of contract. Thus, the
debtor escapes the contract with little cost. On the other
hand, the debtor also has the right to assume and assign
©2016 Credit Research Foundation

•

•

•

a contract. In this instance, the Bankruptcy Code requires
that the debtor “cure” existing defaults, usually payment
of the pre-petition obligation owed.
In the context of a Section 363 sale, it is often the buyer
of assets that determines which contracts are assumed
or rejected by the debtor. To be assigned to the buyer,
the contract must first be assumed.
If a pre-petition contract is favorable to the counter-party,
the optimal outcome is for the debtor to assume and
assign the contract to the purchaser in conjunction with
the asset sale. Typically, an asset purchase agreement
would provide for the purchase price to include cure
amounts for contracts assumed and assigned to the
buyer. If the contract is not favorable to the counter-party,
the debtor is likely able to assume and assign it despite
objection.
If the debtor assumes and assigns the contract as part of
the Section 363 sale, asset purchasers will often attempt
to negotiate a reduced cure amount and an extended
payment.

•

•

Unsecured Creditors
•

•

•

•

•

Unsecured creditors generally stand to lose the most
in a Chapter 11 Section 363 sale. There is an inherit
tension between the secured lender who asserts liens
on the assets being sold and unsecured creditors. The
secured lender’s goal is payment of its secured debt,
while other creditors seek a sale in excess of the secured
lender’s debt to generate proceeds for other creditors.
The quickest sale does not necessarily produce the best
sale, however, a prolonged sale has the disadvantage of
higher administrative costs.
With increasing frequency, Section 363 sales have been
“short sales” where the proceeds of sale do not cover
the secured debt, much less provide a dividend for
unsecured creditors.
However, many courts have required the secured lender
to pay administrative claims associated with the Chapter
11 proceeding to obtain the benefits of the Chapter 11
process and protections. This has been euphemistically
referred to as the “pay to play” rule, based on the policy
that Chapter 11 should not be used for the benefit of one
creditor.
In addition, Section 503(b)(9) of the Bankruptcy Code
provides suppliers of goods an administrative expense
priority claim for goods sold and delivered to the debtor
within twenty (20) days prior to the bankruptcy filing.
These claims are pari passu (on equal footing) with the
claims of professionals employed by the debtor’s estate,
although sometimes DIP financing orders can alter that
equality. In many cases, unsecured creditors are able
to negotiate either a carve-out or a provision in the
liquidation budget for the payment of Section 503(b)(9)
claims.
In addition, unsecured creditors should consider utilizing
the “critical vendor” remedy, where the uninterrupted
supply of goods or services provided by a vendor is so
essential to a debtor’s ability to continue operating, the
asset purchaser insists that the vendor be paid. Whether
the asset purchaser or the lender ultimately bears this
cost is a matter for negotiation among the parties.

In any Chapter 11 case, unsecured creditors face the
prospect of preference claims for the return of payments
within ninety (90) days prior to the bankruptcy filing. In
a Section 363 sale, once the assets have been sold
to the asset purchaser, the debtor becomes a shell
corporation with little remaining assets to administer. One
of the residual assets is “avoidance actions” including
preference claims.
In many cases, the debtor’s estate, either directly or
through a liquidation trust controlled by the former
creditors’ committee, can pursue avoidance actions “for
the benefit of the estate”. In theory, pre-petition payments
to creditors are returned back to the estate and redistributed equitably to all creditors. In practice, however,
there is little correlation between the amount paid back
into the estate and the amount actually distributed to
creditors, after accounting for administrative costs. By
using a variety of mechanisms, unsecured creditors can
often negotiate an effective waiver of preference claims.
This negotiation can occur in connection with the 363
sale, as asset purchasers do not favor residual litigation
against their ongoing suppliers.

Shareholders
•

•

Shareholders almost always lose whatever equity
investment they had in the debtor entity. Since the
Bankruptcy Code places equity interests at the bottom
of the payment priority scheme, there is almost never a
distribution on equity interests.
Shareholders may also be officers and directors of the
debtor and face various avoidance or insider claims,
including claims for breaches of fiduciary duty.

Section 363 sales are a powerful tool for Chapter 11 debtors
to efficiently sell substantially all of their assets. Asset
purchasers are often the biggest winners acquiring assets
at below market prices. Secured lenders are generally
considered to be winners in the context of a Section 363 sale,
as they efficiently liquidate their collateral at the best price
under the circumstances to resolve the customer loan.
Unsecured creditors very often lose the majority of the value
of their sales to the debtor customer. Many Section 363 sales
produce a single digit dividend for unsecured creditors; a
50% dividend would be quite successful; and a 75% and
above dividend would be considered a homerun. Aggressive
creditors can improve the potential outcome for payment
on their claims by pursuing a Section 503(b)(9) claim,
payment as a critical vendor, a carve-out for creditors, or an
assumption of an executory contract.
About the Author:
David H. Conaway’s
principal areas of practice are
bankruptcy (primarily Chapter 11
proceedings), non-bankruptcy
insolvencies or restructurings,
workouts, commercial
transactions, and international
transactions, disputes and
insolvencies.
dconaway@slk-law.com
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Shared Services Inaugural Meeting
- A Phenomenal Success!

photo by Barbara Clapsadle

CRF recently conducted its inaugural Shared Services Discussion Group
meeting in Chicago. The meeting was hosted by AG Adjustments, providing
a fantastic networking dinner at a local steak house, and exclusively and
generously sponsored by the team from IAB Solutions LLC. CRF is
immensely grateful to these two Platinum Partners for their financial support
of the event.
The meeting featured in excess of 45 corporations; 50 + attendees and
amassing over $370 Billion in revenue. A panel of Dean Unrue (Delphi
Corporation), Marty Scaminaci (RR Donnelley), Ron Borcky (International
Paper) and Matt Skudera (CRF) helped session moderator Bill Balduino
(CRF President) facilitate discussions which anchored around four primary
topics: People; Process; Technology; Other. The group also received
significant input from Mike Bevilacqua (Pepsi) and numerous others as they
shared their learnings and experiences around their individual journeys in
this area. Day One of the meeting included both an historical review of the
“migration” the Foundation has chronicled over the past two decades, as well
as a recap of the most recent detailed survey and accompanying analysis on
this topic performed by CRF Senior Research Fellow, Steven Isberg Ph.D.
The attending group will soon be receiving a survey to understand their
desired meeting frequency and format, however, the attending community
unanimously agreed that the meeting was successful and valuable to their
current and future needs.
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Faster Credit
Decisions for
More Sales Wins.

Marketing, Sales, Credit & Collections
alignment on the Force.com® platform.
BusinessConnect™ is the only credit and collections app on
the Force.com® platform that empowers your Sales team
with one-click credit decisions, in seconds flat, based
on your credit and risk policies. And, with new accounts
onboarded more quickly, you’re free to focus more time
on critical portfolio risk management and growth.

To see BusinessConnect in
action, check out our demo
and visit us to learn more.
CONTACT US TODAY

With BusinessConnect, Credit is the ultimate Sales
enabler. With fast, real-time credit decisions, Sales can
close the deal faster, and well, Credit can take the credit.

Go ahead. Take the credit.
You deserve it.

Equifax.com/BusinessConnect

1.866.519.4800

Force.com® is a trademark of Salesforce.com,
inc., and is used here with permission.

Equifax is a registered trademark of Equifax Inc. BusinessConnectTM and Inform>Enrich>Empower are trademarks of
Equifax Inc. Copyright © 2016, Equifax Inc., Atlanta, Georgia. All rights reserved.
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Why Your Customer’s Finance Team’s
Hotest Metric (ROIC) Is Another Reason
They Are Pushing Back On Terms
Scott Blakeley, Esq.

More credit teams now appreciate that with their national
customers, the adage “cashflow is king” is a key driver for
those customers’ finance teams. One of the strategies for
customers to improve cash flow is to disregard supplierset terms and unilaterally extend these terms with a terms
pushback strategy (TPS).

Return on Invested Capital - How much new cash is
generated from the customer’s capital investments.

Large companies commonly announce their TPS to suppliers
through email or website posting, without any negotiation with
suppliers. These companies commonly use trade leverage
of threatening to replace suppliers from their supply chain if
they do not accept the TPS. The driver for the large customer
TPS rollouts can be tied to a handful of key metrics: cash
conversion cycle (CCC), days payable outstanding (DPO)and
days inventory outstanding (DIO). The newest metric guiding
the customer’s finance team to improve cash flow and
working capital is return on invested capital (ROIC). Given
the metric-driven TPS, what are some negotiating strategies
for the supplier to keep the customer within normal terms?

The Wall Street Journal reports that ROIC measures how
efficient a company is in earning cash flow and correlates to
higher shareholder returns.1 The ROIC metric measures the
cash the company generates and the return it needs to make
on investments or should be returned to the owners as a
dividend. The customer’s finance team reinvesting additional
capital into the business increases the customer’s value only
if the returns earned on the additional capital exceed the
costs. Increasing ROIC shows that the finance team is skilled
with their investments. But increasing an ROIC plays into a
customer’s strategy of a TPS rollout, given that extending
suppliers’ terms improves the customer’s cash flow.

Key Customer Metrics for Driving Large Customer TPS,
Including ROIC

But the ROIC metric may push customers to make decisions
sometimes labeled short term. A supplier complaint of TPS
is that it is consistent with the underpinnings of ROIC, short
term customer thinking. Proctor & Gamble, which made a
splash in a WSJ article regarding its TPS rollout of 75 day
supplier terms, had a favorable ROIC and distributed 82%
of their 2015 net income to shareholders as dividends. TPS
helped P&G improve its cash flow, which improved its ROIC,
which resulted in a higher dividend to shareholders.

ROIC =

The key metrics measuring a customer’s cash flow prompting
TPS:
Cash Conversion Cycle - Number of days to convert the
customer’s account receivables into cash flow.
This metric shows the liquidity of a customer by comparing
the amount of time needed to sell inventory and collect
receivables, to the length of time the company can hold
payment of the supplier’s invoice without incurring finance
charges.

Ebite (1-tax rate) _________
__________________

(debt+equity)-(cash+equivalents)

Annual shareholder letters now typically contain the ROIC
metric, which means that if a customer has not rolled out a
TPS, it may soon consider, so as to improve its cash flow and
therefore its ROIC. To highlight the importance of a favorable
ROIC, the WSJ article reports that General Motors fended
off activist investors with the focus on this metric. GM’s CFO
reported: “ROIC provides the clearest picture of how we are
managing our capital and our business. It’s really starting to
become part of the DNA of our decisions.” 2

CCC = DIO (Days Inventory Outstanding) + DSO (Days Sales
Outstanding) – DPO (Days Payables Outstanding)
Days Inventory Outstanding - Cost of goods sold per day
relative to average inventory levels.

If a company has a poor ROIC, it is a red flag as to the quality
of the company’s finance team. In 2015, 672 companies
referred to the ROIC, up 42% from five years before. More
investors now care about ROIC than any other financial
metric. GM has tied officer bonuses to ROIC targets. Again,
the financial incentives tied to improving the ROIC, prompts
customers to refocus on TPS if they have not adopted.

Days Payables Outstanding - Number of days payables
outstanding relative to purchases of inventory (cost of goods
sold).

1
David Benoit, The Hottest Metric in Finance: ROIC. The Wall
Street Journal (May 3, 2016).
2
David Benoit, The Hottest Metric in Finance: ROIC. The Wall
Street Journal (May 3, 2016).

Days Sales Outstanding - Sales per day relative to average
receivable.
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Credit Team’s Response to TPS

As ROIC continues to emerge as a key metric for measuring
a customer’s finance team’s performance (as well as the
other metrics referenced above) TPS serves as a means
to improve a customer’s ROIC. The takeaway is further
pressure on the largest customers to rollout a TPS, or those
that have rolled out a TPS, seek to further extend those
terms. As noted, the credit team must consider financing
alternatives, such as supply chain finance, assuming interest
rates remain low.

The credit team’s decision tree, when responding to a
TPS driven by ROIC metrics, or other financial metrics,
may be more limited given that the customer is likely a
national account and may be viewed by the sales team and
management as key given the volume. Having said that,
the supplier may still have options: (1) consent to extended
terms, but negotiate a supply chain finance program with the
customer’s appointed bank; or (2) negotiate incentives to
keep the customer within terms. A less likely setting may be
rejecting the TPS and testing whether the customer will seek
replacement suppliers.

About the Author ...
Scott Blakeley is a principal with
Blakeley LLP, where he practices
creditors’ rights and bankruptcy.

The incentives to keep the customer within normal terms
include early-pay discount, annual volume rebate award and
other trade concessions. In exchange for extended terms,
the supplier may negotiate an exclusive supply agreement.
In a negotiation with the customer, the supplier may insist on
two prices - one price for normal terms, and a higher price for
extended terms.

His e-mail is:
seb@blakeleyllp.com.
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Brexit: What Should Be on the
Credit Manager’s Radar Screen?
By Steven C. Isberg, Ph.D.
CRF Senior Research Fellow
If you were like me, you went to bed thinking that the UK
would remain in the EU, and awoke to the surprising news
that they voted to leave. The markets are now afrenzy with
activity, the basis for which can be described in one word:
Uncertainty. What does this mean for you as a credit
manager, and more broadly for any business and their
planning processes? In a word: Scenarios.

dollars. This will cause both falling U.S. interest rates
AND a strengthening of the U.S. dollar.
○○ Depending upon the international diversity
in your AR portfolios, you may experience
significant exchange rate impacts on profitability
in the short term. Hedging currency risk will be
both more necessary and may, at the same time,
be more difficult.
●● The Federal Reserve will most likely pull back from any
interest rate increases in the near, if not even further into
the future. U.S. interest rates will remain low, which may
have positive impacts on the housing market, by way of
lower mortgage rates, and even benefit segments such
as the automobile industry, which rely upon debt-financed
consumption.
●● The results of this referendum are already playing into
presidential election politics, which provides just one
more reason behind the notion that this year’s campaign
will be interesting to watch, if nothing else.
●● The markets will most likely over-react for a short period
of time, but will correct within a week or two, after the
longer term investors digest the meaning of the events
and place their trades accordingly.

A few important things to remember before engaging in a
knee-jerk reaction to the event:
●● The vote, although a powerful statement by the British
populace, is legally non-binding. This does not guarantee
that the UK will follow through and actually leave the EU.
●● In any case, the UK is not leaving the EU today. All
agreements remain in force and will need to be renegotiated over the next two years. The eventual
outcome will depend upon a number of considerations,
each implying a slightly different scenario including, but
not limited to:
○○ Who replaces Cameron as UK prime minister?
○○ How will this affect the composition of the UK
parliament in the future?
○○ How will other European Union member nations
react to the intended UK exit?
■■ Will nationalistic movements in other
countries lead to additional exit votes and
the ultimate breakup of the EU?
■■ If the EU stays together, what kind of
stance will they take in their negotiations
with the UK?
○○ Will this lead to the unwinding of the UK?
■■ Will Scotland secede?
■■ Will Northern Ireland decide that they
would rather be Irish than British?
○○ What will result from the re-negotiation of all
trade agreements between the UK and EU?
At this point, it would be far too speculative to attempt to
identify or characterize what might happen as a single
outcome. Rather, it will be necessary to think in terms of
scenarios and contingency plans for what might happen in
any of a number of different outcomes.
What can we expect in the near future?
There are already several major impacts from the
referendum, but it is questionable as to how many of these
will be permanent. Here is some of what you can expect in
the near future:
●● The UK pound is taking a beating in the currency
markets. As investors flee from the pound, they will most
likely eschew investments in Euros, and move into U.S.

What should we expect in the longer term?
Through the first four months of 2016, the EU is the United
States’ most significant trading partner. Table 1 (below)
shows the total trade flow between the U.S. and the EU, the
UK, Germany, and China. As can be seen, the total trade
flow (sum of imports plus exports) is greatest in the case of
the EU. The U.S. also exports much greater output to the EU
($90.7 billion) than to China ($33.9 billion). About 20% of U.S.
exports to the EU go to the UK ($18.4 billion), which is more
than is exported to Germany. The U.S. runs a trade deficit
with the EU, and half of that is accounted for by trade with
Germany. The relationship with the UK, on the other hand, is
more balanced.
As shown, the UK is an important trading partner to
the U.S., and disruptions in that flow could be costly to
American businesses. In addition, U.S. based companies
have over $500 billion invested in the UK. Much of that is
in manufacturing, and many of those products are exported
from the UK to the EU. Other U.S. companies supply UK
manufacturers who export to the EU. Brexit could have a
Table 1
U.S. Trade Activity with Selected Partners: January-April 2016 ($MM)
Partner
Exports
Imports
Total Flow
Balance
European Union $ 90,721.17 $ 134,400.56 $ 225,121.73 $ (43,679.39)
United Kingdom $ 18,403.76 $ 17,398.17 $ 35,801.93 $
1,005.60
Germany
$ 16,302.58 $ 37,625.01 $ 53,927.59 $ (21,322.43)
China
$ 33,880.24 $ 136,132.37 $ 170,012.61 $ (102,252.13)
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and who supplies their uniforms and equipment (the NFL
contracts with Nike).

negative impact on many of these business relationships.
The impact on your business will depend upon the direct
or indirect nature of the relationship it has both with the UK
and the EU.

In order to continue competing, the Ravens would need
to negotiate new agreements, not only with the NFL, but
possibly with other individual teams. Business relationships
between the Ravens and all of their vendors and providers
would change. Some new vendors might be brought on,
creating new business for them, at the expense of business
that was formerly conducted with other companies (e.g., the
Ravens could decide to go with Underarmour instead of Nike
as a uniform provider).

Longer term, this will have an impact on business location
and relocation decisions for many years to come. You will
want to consider the likelihood of different scenarios and
make contingency plans accordingly.
How do we understand what’s happened?
A simple way to look at what might happen as a result
of Brexit is to think about a particular football team
leaving the NFL, but still wanting to compete in the NFL.
Membership in the NFL allows you to interact with other
teams and compete for the Super Bowl Championship,
but your economic and operational behavior is governed
by rules set by the NFL. Suppose the Baltimore Ravens
decide that they can be more successful operating out
from under the NFL rules that limit what players they can
choose (the draft), how much they can pay (salary cap),
how much TV revenue they can earn (the media contracts
directly with the NFL, not with local teams), how much
revenue they keep (revenue sharing governs the NFL),

If the Ravens prove to be successful, someone like Jerry
Jones might attempt to take the Cowboys out of the NFL,
but negotiate to continue competition under different terms.
This might lead to a complete restructuring of the NFL, or the
outright bankruptcy of teams that attempt to leave.
The scenarios are almost endless. The biggest question,
however, is how would the NFL react to the Ravens
attempting to leave? In the same way, the ball may now be
in the EU court. How will the member nations of the EU now
react to Britain’s “decision” to leave?

Please visit us

Please visit us

at the Chicago

at the Chicago

Forum & Expo @

Forum & Expo @

Booth 11

Booth 11
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“ We appreciate the
organized way we are
able to connect with other
creditors to share/obtain
information on common
customers through the
Credit2B platform.”
DEBORAH MCGHEE
Revlon, Director of Credit

“ We had another company
for years as our main info
source, but we wanted
something new with
Credit2B. I like the feel,
ease of use, and clarity
of reports.”
KEITH REITMAN
New Balance, Senior Credit Analyst

“The value to me is that
Credit2B pulls from
different sources- 3rd
parties, peer insights,
analyst opinions- and
brings them all together
into one report.”
BRIGITTE LEE
Tech Data, Manager, Credit Services

Customer Onboarding • Risk Protection • Analytics • Benchmarks
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CST's credentials are many, and each adds to the basis for confidence that your
company is dealing with a firm that takes protecting your interests very seriously. Take
a look at the steps CST has taken to protect our most important asset – our clients.

•Commercial Collection Agencies of America founding member.
•International Association of Commercial Collectors member.
•Licensed and bonded in all states requiring such for a commercial
collection agency.
•Credit Research Foundation Member.
•SSAE 16 Type1 (SOC1) .
•Certificates of Authority to do business in states where required.
•$1,000,000 General Liability Insurance.
•$2,000,000 Network Security Insurance.
•$2,000,000 Miscellaneous Professional Liability Insurance.
•$5,000,000 Commercial Umbrella Insurance.

Proper credentials are a valuable asset for both your company and CST Co. Please
plan to drop by booth #33 at the August 2016 Chicago CRF Expo. We look forward
to earning your trust.

Dallas, TX
800-777-1278

Louisville, KY
800-626-5873
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How Can a Financial Advisor Help
Monitor a Distressed Customer?
By Michael Edelschick
Sr. Manager, BDO
For any business, when a major customer becomes
distressed, there are a variety of risks to be considered
and potentially mitigated. The loss of a major source of
revenue is an obvious concern, presenting both short term
and long term challenges. As the customer’s condition
worsens, it may gradually or abruptly reduce the volume
of its orders, stretch the timing of its payments, or seek
to impose less favorable business terms. All of these
can have a significant negative impact on liquidity in the
short term. Additional challenges include the potential for
excess inventory and production capacity, especially if and
when the customer files for bankruptcy protection. In the
long term, a significant change in the relationship with the
customer or its substitution with a new customer or group
of customers, could dramatically affect ongoing business
operations. Finally and often overlooked, there is the risk of
being sued in the future for a preference1 if the customer
files for bankruptcy. This preference risk should be carefully
considered when managing the relationship with a customer
in trouble.

and other factors. Thus, it was important for XYZ to see the
results of the analysis over time and on a weekly basis.
The initial work involved the configuration of XYZ’s
accounting systems to enable the automatic upload of
receivables and payables data in a useable format for our
analysis. Specialists from the firm’s E-discovery forensics
team worked hand-in-hand with XYZ’s IT and Finance
departments to develop and test the automation protocol.
Once complete, experts performed an initial review of
XYZ’s preference and receivables exposure based on
current information as well as historical data. The analysis
required a thorough understanding of the numerous
accounting classifications utilized by XYZ for its payables
and receivables items, the seasonal nature of XYZ’s various
product lines, and the range of payment terms extended at
different times throughout the year for each product line.
The team then developed and prepared a weekly summary
report identifying the latest preference and receivables
information, along with key metrics, graphs and commentary.
The report tracked and identified XYZ’s receivables exposure
for each category of potential claims, including General
Unsecured Claims and 503(b)(9) claims . The receivables
exposure before and after the “put contracts” was analyzed
assuming they were exercised upon a hypothetical
bankruptcy filing by the customer.

A financial advisor with expertise in restructuring can assist
in the analysis and mitigation of these unique challenges.
With so much at stake, early awareness and planning
can mean all the difference in navigating these rough
waters. Unfortunately, professionals are often brought in
only after disaster has struck. In such circumstances, the
best outcome may be to minimize the damage instead of
avoiding it altogether. The following is a case study based
on the experience of an advisor with a client whose largest
customer was in financial distress.
Company XYZ is a manufacturer of private label equipment
for a major national retailer whose worsening condition
had been the subject of fervent speculation in the financial
press. A LEADING ADVISORY firm was engaged to help
XYZ maximize the recovery for its outstanding receivables,
assuming a potential bankruptcy by the customer, and
given various “put contracts”2 XYZ had purchased to
insure against such an event. In addition, the advisory
firm was asked to evaluate XYZ’s potential exposure
under preference claims that might arise out of any such
bankruptcy of the customer. The exposure faced by XYZ
on its receivables and potential preference claims, in both
cases, is subject to considerable shifts based on seasonality

A key concern of XYZ was to ensure that in the event of a
real bankruptcy, it would be able to execute its put contracts
within days, restoring its liquidity as soon as possible. The
put contracts enabled XYZ to sell a certain portion of its open
receivables, based on varying factors, to the underwriter
in return for cash. Working with counsel, a protocol for
performing the required analysis and preparing the necessary
documentation was developed. This included a model to
select the most advantageous set of open receivables to be
included in the put transaction, such that the net value of
claims transferred was equal to or very close to the coverage
amount. Securing the most value for the client in its execution
of the put contracts required a careful evaluation of each
component within the pool of open receivables, including
those claims that should qualify for 503(b)(9) status versus
those with a General Unsecured Claim status, in addition
to receivables representing items held in dispute and credit
memos, among other distinctions. Once the items to be
included in the put transaction were identified, they were
organized and labeled for inclusion into the documentation
required by the underwriter. Finally, a process was put in
place to efficiently organize and reconcile the thousands of
pages of back-up documentation required by the underwriter
(i.e., invoice copies) in support of the items included in the

1
Payments received from a customer in the 90-day period prior to
a bankruptcy filing by the customer, may be subject to a claw-back provision under section 547 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code.
2
A receivable put contract is a financial instrument or “option”
that enables the holder to sell its Accounts Receivable (or a certain sub-set
of its receivables) in exchange for cash, in the event of a specified customer
credit event (e.g., bankruptcy). Practically speaking, a put contract functions like an insurance policy for Accounts Receivable.
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put transaction. At XYZ’s request, simulations of hypothetical
put transactions in coordination with the underwriter were
performed. The simulations enable the identification and
mitigation of potential bottle-necks that could otherwise delay
XYZ’s ability to timely exercise its put contracts. Without such
a put contract or the dedicated preparation for its potential
execution, a company might have to wait for weeks or months
before recovering any lost capital.

First, a team with significant experience in restructurings
and bankruptcies. When business-as-usual gives way to
bankruptcy, a highly unique set of rules and circumstances
apply. Deadlines can come and go quickly, and with them
your rights as a creditor. Decisions made today on how to
proceed in a business relationship with a distressed customer
can have an impact on your post-bankruptcy relationship
with that customer and your recovery of pre-bankruptcy
debts. In addition to knowledge of the bankruptcy world, it is
also important to find an advisor that can think strategically,
with an understanding of your business, your customer’s
business, and what may happen two or three steps down
the road. Finally, when public or private information on the
customer’s financial condition is available, it is important
to have an advisor that can read between the lines of
accounting information and provide real insight into the
customer’s liquidity, including if and when a default may
occur.

At various times throughout the year, XYZ was alerted about
potential signs of trouble detected in the metrics derived from
the weekly analysis. For example, if the (weighted) average
time to pay invoices (after adjusting for credits, disputed
items, etc.) rose above seasonal norms, it was recognized in
real time. Whenever such early-warning signs were observed,
the advisor would work with XYZ management to carefully
evaluate the customer’s behavior to ensure that XYZ was
prepared in the event that this was not a false alarm.
Another service provided to the client was the development
of an integrated financial model of the customer, in which it
scrutinized the customer’s financial disclosures and prepared
pro-forma adjustments to better reflect its true financial
condition. Ultimately, the client wanted to know what the
customer’s true liquidity was at present and at what point
in the future might they run out of liquidity. The advising
firm updated the model’s assumptions and projections
every quarter, or whenever the customer disclosed material
information. The analysis of the customer’s financial condition
and liquidity outlook became a key consideration in the
client’s strategic planning process. As concerns regarding the
customer’s health continued to grow, advice on a range of
strategic issues, including for example, the re-negotiation of
payment terms and/or supplier agreements, including volume
and other product-specific commitments was offered.
The various services performed by the “Financial Advisor”
on behalf of XYZ, provide one example of the many ways
in which a financial advisor with restructuring expertise
can assist clients in managing large customers in distress.
Different situations may require different forms of assistance.
What should you look for in choosing a financial advisor?

While every situation is unique, one thing is clear. Whenever
a major customer is at risk, a financial advisor can help
anticipate and plan for the upcoming challenges, while
mitigating potential preference exposure. If you have a
customer of significant size and they are in distress, then the
time to take action is right now.
About the Author:
Michael Edelschick, Senior Manager,
BDO, has more than 15 years of
experience in corporate finance,
strategic management, restructuring
and investment banking advisory
services, both inside and outside of
the bankruptcy process.
He has provided both Plaintiff and
Defendant clients with analysis and advice on hundreds of
preference claims, where he has served as an expert witness
and has provided deposition testimony.
He can be reached at: medelschick@bdo.com
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10 FACTS

Visit IACC at
Booth #13
during CRF’s
Forum & Expo

That Distinguish IACC Commercial Collection
Agencies From All Other Collection Agencies
When it comes to commercial debt collectors, you have many choices. When it comes
to making the most informed choice, insightful credit grantors choose members of the
International Association of Commercial Collectors (IACC). With just under 200 commercial
agencies and nearly 400 total members, IACC membership is a resource in and of itself.

IACC member agencies…
• Are bound by a code of ethics, ensuring
that their business practices are fair, upright
and honest.

• Are adept at collecting from debtors both
within the United States and throughout
the world.

• Undergo an exhaustive prescreening in
order to determine eligibility for membership.

• Are committed to professional
development and education, which are
provided through IACC conferences and
webinars.

• Are part of an extensive network of
professionals who specialize in collections,
law, finance and more.

• Collect in a manner that ensures your
company’s reputation and business
relationships remain strong.

• Have exclusive access to a rigorous
agency certification through a
collaboration with the Commercial Law
League of America. This certification is the
only independently audited program in the
marketplace.

• Maintain collected funds in separate trust
accounts.
• Share in IACC’s stellar reputation as
the world’s largest and most respected
association of commercial collection
professionals since its inception in 1970.

• Benefit from a longstanding commercial
collection agent certification program.

The IACC Advantage Ultimately Benefits
You, the Credit Grantor!
Find an IACC member agency skilled
to meet your distinct needs today!

Visit www.commercialcollector.com
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4 Tips for Secured Parties
Facing Possible Debtor Name Changes
Relying solely on the good faith of the debtor to advise its creditor of a name
change is much like keeping a wave on the sand - next to impossible. However,
there are tactics for encouraging notification and observations creditors can
make on their own.
The following tips are courtesy of Ms. Mary Cowan, NCS President and
Professor Margit Livingston, DePaul University College of Law, and were
originally featured in NCS Whitepaper: Debtor Name Changes Under Article 9:
The Importance of Keeping Financing Statements Current and Accurate.
•

Tip Number 1: Incentivize
Incentivize the debtor to keep creditors informed. In the security agreement,
the debtor should agree to inform the creditor of any planned name changes
and/or relocations [specify number of days] in advance. Failure to do so
should constitute default, allowing the secured party to call in the debt.

•

Tip Number 2: Examine Payments
The creditor should routinely examine the payments made by the debtor.
If the debtor has been sending payment checks that reflect a certain name
or address and that information changes, the creditor should immediately
contact the debtor for clarification.

•

Tip Number 3: Monitor Corporate Status
Every three months, the creditor should check the state corporate registry
where the debtor is listed. A change of name or status will be indicated on the
registry.

•

Tip Number 4: Stop Credit
Creditors should not advance additional funds to the debtor beyond the
original credit limit amount without verifying the debtor’s current name,
address and business form.
NCS is a long time CRF Platinum Partner. The company provides credit
solutions to customers in the US and Canada to help them proactively
secure receivables and minimize credit risk, improving profitability.
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CRF Webinars Draw High Volume of Viewers

About 1,000 Credit Practitioners
Viewed Two CRF-Sponsored
Webinars In June 2016.
In order to provide valuable content
to Credit Practioners, FREE OF
CHARGE, CRF has partnered with
Service Provider members to deliver
webinars. These FREE webinars
cover timely topics that deliver vital
information on current trends, the
latest developments on important
credit issues, and state-of-the-art technology solutions. The two webinar
topics in June that were well attended were:
Get the Most from ACH - Best Practices for Driving Adoption and
Accounts Receivable Productivity. The webinar, hosted by CRF, featered
Jay Tchakarov, VP - Product Management and Marketing, HighRadius and
Robert Unger, Sr. Director, Product Management and Strategic Corporate
Relations, NACHA (The Electronic Payments Association). They discussed
best practices for optimizing ACH payments and how technology should be
used to accelerate cash posting in the era of electronic payments.
For more information contact Jay Tchakarov, jay.tchakarov@highradius.com
or Robert Unger, RUnger@NACHA.ORG.
Also in June, CRF hosted a webinar with Cforia on the topic: Crisis Driven
Collections Headcount Management. The webinar was designed to help
busy collection departments handle their myriad of responsiblities. It covered:
Strategic Collections Management (SCM); Dispute Resolution Cycle-Time
Compression;100% Portfolio Coverage Each 30 Day Cycle; FTE Scaling
through Automation.
For more information contact Bradley Palmer, BPalmer@cforia.com.
CRF is proud to partner with its service provider members to deliver
relevant content to its members and the wider credit community.
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An Analysis of Delinquent Commercial
Accounts Placed for Collection
First Quarter 2016
Annette Waggoner, Executive Director
Commercial Collection Agencies of America

In an effort to serve the credit community by supplying
useful statistical data, each quarter, Commercial Collection
Agencies of America surveys its members. As part of
the rigorous requirements to maintain a Certificate of
Accreditation and Compliance, an agency must submit a
report on the accounts it has received for collection each
quarter. Routinely, the Association analyzes three indices
included in that placement report:

✓
✓
✓

•
•
•

An increase from 2007-2009
A significant decline from 2010-2013
Numerous fluctuations between quarters in 2014,
2015 and 1Q 2016

Dollar Amount Of Accounts
When we examine the dollar amount of accounts placed for
collection, we see an increase of 4.51% when we compare
1Q 2016 to 4Q 2015.

The number of accounts placed for collection
(received by agencies)
The dollar amount of accounts placed for collection
(received by agencies)
The resulting average-sized account

Our members’ statistics have supported that a steady
increase has occurred since 1Q 2015. In 2015, we saw
increases from quarter to quarter, with the larger increase of
6.58% from third quarter to fourth quarter, which brought the
dollar amount of accounts placed for collection back up to
the 2Q 2014 level, approximately $1.1 billion. As indicated
in the reports, in 1Q 2016, the dollar amount of accounts
placed for collection exceeded that level and stood at over
$1.2 billion.

For the purposes of this analytical report, the association
has expanded the study to cover the last eight (8) quarters.
Number Of Accounts
When the movements between quarters within a particular
year are reviewed and compared from year to year, we find
that the number of accounts placed for collection declined
from 4Q 2015 to 1Q 2016 by 7.03%.

When we look at 1Q 2015 and compare it to 1Q 2016, we
find that the dollar amount of accounts placed has increased
significantly: 23.05%.

The decrease was expected. Industry observers note that
the final quarter of the year consistently holds the largest
number of accounts placed for collection when compared to
the previous three quarters of the year. This trend is seen in
2014 and 2015, as well as in previous years studied.

As the Association did with the number of accounts placed
for collection, we turned to the archives for a historical
perspective-keeping the sampling of agencies consistent.
When the dollar amount of accounts placed for collection
is reviewed for the period of 2007-2009, there was a
consistent increase, but a consistent decline for the period
of 2010 to 2013. In 2014, we witnessed fluctuations from
quarter to quarter. From 2015 to 1Q 2016, the trend is
upward, as we have seen an increase in each successive
quarter in the dollar amount of accounts placed.

When 1Q 2016 is compared to 1Q 2015, we find that the
number of accounts placed for collection has increased
substantially: 22.52%. Our analysis historically has shown
that any change over eight percent (8%) is considered
significant.

Average-Sized Account

Prior to 1Q 2016, the number of accounts placed for
collection in a quarter exceeded the 400,000 claim mark
only twice in the timeframe studied – most recently in 4Q
2015 and 4Q 2014, when the number of accounts placed for
collection was 401,015.

During the last eight (8) quarters, our analysis shows that
the average dollar amount of a delinquent receivable placed
with a certified commercial collection agency ranged from
just above $2,400 to slightly less than $3,100.
From 4Q 2015 to 1Q 2016, the average-sized account rose
from $2,468 to $2,775, exhibiting an increase of 12.44%.

We then delved deeper into the account placement history,
using the same sampling of commercial collection agencies.
When the number of accounts placed for collection is
examined between the years of 2007 to 2016, we see the
following results:

The average-sized account in 1Q 2015 was a negligible
0.4% lower than the average-sized account in 1Q 2016.
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Again, keeping the same sampling of agencies, historically
we see that the average-sized account placed for collection
consistently increased over the time span studied:
2007-2013. But in 2014, agencies reported a decline
in the average-sized account. Yet in 2015, the average
increased consistently until fourth quarter. In 1Q 2016,
we see the average just below $2,800. This level, while
relatively consistent with the previous seven (7) quarters,
is considerably higher when compared to the same quarter
between the years of 2007-2011.
Summary
When examining the three indices for the first quarter
of 2016 and comparing them to the same indices for
the previous seven (7) quarters, there were not any
surprises for the commercial collection agency members of
Commercial Collection Agencies of America, most of which
have been certified for over four (4) decades.
These seasoned professionals are cautiously optimistic
regarding future placement of accounts, expecting a
moderate increase, given the slow growth of the economy.

These practitioners realize that with the expectation that
growth will be at or around trend (2%), they will have to
wait until creditors experience significant gains in sales, in
addition to improvements in other commercial transactions,
to realize a marked increase in the amount of accounts
placed for collection with their agencies.

About the Author:
Annette M. Waggoner is the
Executive Director, Commercial
Collection Agencies of America.
She may be contacted at:
847-907-4670 office
Her email is:
awaggonercommercialcollectionagenciesofamerica.com
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The Platinum Standard of
Collection Agency Certification
Special Announcement!
Meet and chat with America’s
Business Coach, Barry J. Elms of
Strategic Negotiations at the
Commercial Collection Agencies
of America booth (#34) at the
CRF Expo in August.
Receive your complimentary,
signed copy of
“Because I Said So: A Guide to
Negotiating”
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To reserve an advanced copy,
please email:
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info@commercialcollectionagenciesofamerica.com

Named by The Credit Research Foundation as a Platinum Partner, Commercial
Collection Agencies of America is proud to offer a superior certification program
Standards of the unparalleled certification:
4 Rigorous Requirements - set by an Independent Standards Board, comprised of a cross-section of the ARM
industry, ensure agencies’ accountability and professionalism
4 Proper Bonding & Licensing - agencies are required to obtain surety bond coverage and be licensed or
registered in the cities and states in which they have offices, as required by law
4 Financial and Operational Oversight - review of trust accounts, random audits and on-going evaluations
conducted by knowledgeable industry professionals
4 Education - annual continuing education requirements strengthen members’ expertise.

Choose an agency whose certification is the prototype and standard
for third party commercial agency membership within the CRF.
For more information, please contact Executive Director,
Annette M. Waggoner at awaggoner@commercialcollectionagenciesofamerica.com or call 847-907-4670
or visit our website at www.commercialcollectionagenciesofamerica.com

CCofA_Gold-Platinum_Ad.indd 1

3/30/16 11:05 AM
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CRF

Friends of the Foundation
for 2016

This group of attorney firms, in addition to their intellectual
contributions, has stepped forward to offer financial support to the
foundation, for which CRF and its members are very grateful.

Scott Blakeley — (949) 260-0612
seb@blakeleyllp.com

Bruce S. Nathan — (212) 204-8686
bnathan@lowenstein.com

Lawrence Gottlieb — (212) 479-6140
lgottlieb@cooley.com

Scott L. Hazan — (212)-905-3625
shazan@otterbourg.com

Rafael X. Zahralddin-Aravena — (302) 384-9401
rxza@elliottgreenleaf.com
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Brad Sandler — (302)778-6424
bsandler@pszjlaw.com
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Bringing together recovery, resolution,
and professionalism since 1974.

COLLECTING IS JUST
THE BEGINNING.

PROFITABILITY
IS THE END.
Commercial Collections • Letter Writing Services • Outsourcing
Free Pre-placement Consulting • Worldwide Attorney Network
Online Account Access with Collector’s Notes, Financials & Custom Reports

t: 1.800.355.9999 | w: www.dalcollects.com | e: dal@dalcollects.com
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America’s First Commercial Law Association. Serving the Commercial Law Community for 121 years.

The certification seal
clients expect . . .
since 1975.

Certified By CLLA
Endorsed By IACC

3rd party, impartial auditors
ensure only those who meet the
highest standards receive the
CLLA seal of approval!

Learn More
www.clla.org/certification

Signed, Sealed & Delivered!
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An Important Message from CRF President Bill Balduino ...

CRF has, for each quarter since 1958, focused on six simple performance measures
in its survey called the National Summary of Domestic Trade Receivables. Each
quarter the survey examines by industry, Collection Effectiveness Index (CEI), Days
Sales Outstanding (DSO), Best Possible DSO (BPDSO), Average Days Delinquent
(ADD), Percent Current and Percent over 91 days past due. These Key Performance
Indicators allow businesses to see their own performance against others within
and outside their industry, and more importantly, against themselves from
period to period. It is a highly sought after report, utilized beyond internal and external
benchmarking purposes for preference defense cases and so many more additional
insights.
We ask you to please contribute to this report as the value it brings is greatly enhanced
by this community’s participation, and in a very significant way. The reporting
mechanism has been enhanced to reduce the number of inputs to literally a few
numerics – so honestly, the excuses for not contributing are a stretch. As a community,
you value the report – as a provider, we value your inputs….please lets work together
to continue the success that we have been afforded!

CRF is conducting its quarterly DSO (NSDTR)
This survey begins on July 1, 2016 
and will continue through July 29.

Participation will earn you a FREE report,
which will be sent out the first week of August 2016.
To participate in this survey CLICK HERE
Harness the power and precision of metrics!
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Tired of
Expensive, Outdated
Business Credit Information?

We’re Current,
Affordable & Global!
Ansonia provides robust Trade Credit Reports as well as cuttingedge Portfolio Monitoring tools. Working with Ansonia fits in to any
budget, as we don’t have any financial commitments whatsoever.
Everything we do is pay-as-you-go and our members opt-in to
whatever services they desire.

• No Financial Commitment, Membership Fees,
or Up-front Charges
• A/R database is updated continuously from thousands
of sources
• Same low price for reports in any country

Better Data Means Better Results.
We don’t buy data from the big bureaus! Ansonia maintains
our own proprietary Accounts Receivable database.
We collect it ourselves from:

DIRECT
TRADE DATA
Thousands of
Direct Trade
Contributors.

CREDIT
PARTNERS

Niche credit bureaus
share A/R Data through
Ansonia’s Platform.

ANSONIA‘S
CENTRAL DATA
REPOSITORY

FACTORING
COMPANIES

Report receivable
payment experiences
from thousands of clients.

COLLECTION
AGENCIES
Report third
party and legal
placements.

To arrange for a demonstration contact Bill Weiss at (855) 267-6642 x102 or bweiss@ansoniacreditdata.com
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The Credit Research Foundation
is very fortunate to receive
support from our Platinum
Partners. Their contributions
and collaborative efforts help the
Foundation maintain activities at
the level at which our members
have become accustomed.
While these firms and the services
they provide are very familiar to
our members, you can learn more
about them by clicking HERE.
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Mike Durant
1956 - 2016

Remembering a Good Friend and Colleague
Mike Durant, a former CRF Staff member, former
Chairman of the Board of Trustees and long term CRF
member, died unexpectedly on April 7, 2016 in his home
in Greensboro, NC. He was the Director of Credit and
Customer Accounting for VF Jeanswear.
From 1996-98, Mr. Durant was the Director of Research
for the Credit Research Foundation. He served as
Chairman of the CRF Board of Trustees from 2008 to
2010. In addition to his professional accomplishments in
the credit field, he was a C.P.A., pilot, general contractor,
and just received his mariner’s master captain’s license.
Mr. Durant will be greatly missed by those of us at CRF
who knew him. He was a good friend, consummate
professional and gentleman.
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